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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this report is to present the results of the first phase

of a detailed analytical study of the combined heat, mass, and momentum

transfer processes that occur between a liquid stream and a concentric,

higher velocity, annular gas stream when both the liquid stream and the

annular gas stream are confined in an axisymmetric constant pressure,

converging channel or an axisymmetric constant area, variable pressure

channel.

The study began with an effort to determine whether the liquid stream

entering the r ving section of an ejector-like device remained intact in a jet

or atomized. The conclusions were that for the range of varibles of inter-

est the probability was that there was no significant jet breakup. Possible

entrainment of liquid by the concentric gas stream has been neglected at

this time.

Having establitihed an analytical model based on the assumption that

the liquid stream remains intact, the basic equations were numerically

solved for a variety of conditions. Using the axial distance required to

condense the vapor from the concentric gas stream on to the liquid jet as

a measure of performance, (the shorter the better), it was found that:

1. A constant pressure converging mixing section is more

effective than a constant area mixing section.

2. Increasing the number of liquid jets (constant total jet flow

area) shortened the mixing section.

3. Increasing the Mach number cf the gas stream at the mixing

section inlet shortened the mixing section.

4. The amount of noncondensable present in the gas stream

(from 20 to 50 percent by weight) Uid not significantly affect the dis-

tance required for condensation but did affect the shape of the mixing

section.
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NOMENCLATURE

A cross sectional flow area

Cd nozzle discharge coefficient
CD drag coefficient for spherical drop

C speed of sound in gas stream

C p specific heat at constant pressure

cI, c4  calculation constants
c 2  number of liquid jets

D diameter
D equivalent, diameter for gas flow

e
D diameter of mixing section

g
D' binary diffusion coefficient

E calculation constant

f Fanning friction factor

F, F' shear force from friction or momentum exchange

g conversion factor, 32. 174 lbm-ft/lbf-sec 2

082
gI conversion factor, 4.17 x 10 lbm-ft/lbf-hr

h enthalpy

hG heat transfer coefficient from bulk gas to gas-liquid

jet interface

hL heat transfer coefficient from -gas -liquid jet interface
to bulk liquid

J conversion factor, 778. 26 ff-lbf/Btu

k thermal conductivity

K ratio of specific heats of bulk gas mixture

KG mass transfer coefficient

L mixing section or liquid jet length

W molecular weight

M Mach number

Pr Prandtl number

PI log mean noncondensable partial pressure difference
nc between the bulk gas mixture and the gas -liquid jet

interface

I
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p static pressure in mixing section

q heat flux

Q total heat transfer from bulk gas to bulk liquid

r radius

Re Reynolds number

R gas constant

RI universal gas constant

s entropy

Sc Schmidt number

S., S. surface area at phase interface
I Ic

'So Sutherland constant (see Appendix F)

t thickness of annular gas nozzle at mixing section inlet plane

t* property calculation parameter (see Appendix F)

U ovez ii heat transfer coefficient

v specific volume

V velocity

VI relative velocity

w mass flow rate

We Weber number

X flowing mass quality of two-phase mixture

X Vmole fraction of vapor in gas mixture
V

Z ratio of Weber number to Reynolds number

Greek Letters

aproperty-calculation parameter (see Appendix F)

Shalf-angie of mixing section divergence

7' half-angle of liquid jet divergence

A difference

1C calculation constants

C /k molecular potential well depth

X wavelength of liquid jet disturbances
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Lviscosity

p mass density

a molecular collision diameter

at surface tension

T shear stress from friction or momentum exchange

*mass flow rate ratio of vapor to gas mixture

w mass flow rate ratio of liquid phase to gas phase

w Vol volumetric flow rate ratio of liquid phase to gas phase

Subscripts

o refers to stagnation state

I refers to mixing section inlet state or the initial state
of each increment of mixing section length

2 refers, to the end stata of each increment of mixing
section length

12 refers to total increment of mixing, section length
between states 1 and 2

b refers to liquid jet breakup

c refers to condensate from condensation of vapor

d refers to liquid drops

f refers to saturated liquid state

fg refers to changes of state in vaporization

F refers to final liquid drop conditions

g refers to saturated vapor state or to condensable plus
noncondensabie gas mixture

i refers to gas-liquid interface

I refers to initial liquid drop conditions

j refers to liquid jet

L refers to liquid phase or liquid jet

m refers to momentum exchange

nc refers to noncondensable gas component
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p refers -to constant pressure process

r refers to relative value between gas and liquid phases

sat refers to saturation condition

v refers to condensable vapor component

w refers to mixing section wall

Quantity over Symbol

- signifies average value

• m I
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INTRODUCTION

General:

The purpose of this report is to present the analysis and results

of our study of the combined heat, mass. and momentum transfer pro-

cesses that occur between a liquid jet and a concentric, higher velocity,

annular gas stream when both the jet and annular gas stream are con-

fined in an axisymmetric channel. This particular investigation was

undertaken as part of our continuing program in the fundamental study

of ejector processes for the Naval Underwater Ordnance Station,

Newport, Rhode Island.

Generally speaking, most ejector type devices are today designed

by a combination of empirical data and one-dimensional thermodynamic

equilibrium analyses. The results of such an approach have been satis-

factory hi most applications. However, when two-phase, two-component

flow is involved, e.g., a liquid water jet and a concentric water vapor-

carbon dioxide gas mixture, this traditional approach has not yielded

devices of high performance nor has it predicted or explained all of

the phenomena actually observed. Apparently, the addition of a non-

condensable gaseous component and the resulting diffusion processes

changes significantly the heat and momentum transfer processes in the

system.

If one examines the schematic diagram in Figure 1, one can see

that the ejector devices under condideration here have three regions of

interest; the nozzles, the mixing section and the diffuser. The nozzle

processes are well understood and nozzle performance can generally

be accurately predicted (exceptions are flashing flow in the liquid

nozzle and condensing flow in the gas mixture nozzle).

We chose to begin our study with the diffuser section of the

ejector and Refeeence 6 presents our initial attempt to explain some

of the experimental data presented in Reference 3. The results of this
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early analytical study, even though one-dimensional and without consider-

ation of rate processes, indicated that the only way one could rationalize

the experimental data was to assum.e that the two-phase, two-component

flow entering the diffuser section was not at thermodynamic equilibrium;

i. e., the gas and liquid components were at different bulk temperature

levels and that the -two phases were flowing at different average velocities.

The next step was to try to predict the diffuser section inlet conditions

and hence our present study of what could be the mixing section process.

Jet Breakup and Atomization:

Our study of the mixing section process began by trying to estab-

lish an analytical model of the processes involved. Of major importance

was the question of whether the liquid jet enteriig the mixing section

remained a solid jet or atomized. Appendix A of this report contains the

details of our study of the literature on atomization and jet breakup. The

results of this study of the jet breakup and atomization literature ind' ated

that there was a good probability that the liquid jet did not break up to any

significant extent. (Neither the entrainment of the liquid nor the waviness

of the liquid jet caused by the scrubbing action of the gas flow has been

considered at this time.) In addition, visual results in Reference 16 also

report no significant jet breakup. Thus, as a starting point, we have

assumed the liquid jet does not break up.

This conclusion and the choice of our first analytical model have

been reached on the basis of a limited amount of information, for in spite

of the large amount of work in existence on atomization (7-13)* and

turbulent jets (15, 16), little significant quantitative data on the behavior

Numbers in parentheses refer to references.
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of a high velocity liquid jet surrounded by a higher velocity axisymmetric

annular gas stream was found. Therefore, one of the major recommenda-

tions of this study proposes to fill the gap in our knowledge of these funda-

nental processes of jet breakup and atomization by further study in this

area.

Mixing Section Anallftical Models:

Along with the derivations of the conservation equations, Appendices

B through E of this report present the details of the computational procedures

for the three analytical models considered herein. All analytical models

considered thus far assume that the liquid jet remains intact with no liquid

entrainment by the concentric annular gas stream and no liquid jet surface

area increase due to waves on the liquid jet surface. Table I presents a

summary of the three mixing section analytical models and indicates the

differences between the models while Table II summarizes the assumptions

common to each of the mixing section analyses. Table III is a summary of

the input data and range of variables for which computations were carried

out*. In addition to the detailed analyses, derivations, and computational

procedures presented in Appendices B through E, certain auxiliary informa-

tion, such as data sources, correlation sources, etc.., are presented in

Appendices F and G.

Method of Solution:

Generally speaking, the method of solution for each analytical

model is to simultaneously solve the conservation equations of mass,

momentum, and energy for the combined heat, mass, and momentum

Because of space limitations, all calculated results are not
presented herein.
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transfer processes between the liquid jet and the concentric annular gas

stream. The actual computational procedure employed in each analytical

model is different due to the differences in the models. However, the

numerical technique employed in each case involves a trial and error

iterative procedure. The mixing section is divided into a number of

intervals so that difference type equations are involved. In each interval

of mixing section of each case, the solution is built around the initial

estimate of a bulk gas-liquid jet interface temperature and successively

improving the initial guess until all rate processes and conservation

laws for each interval are satisfied.

The iterative technique referred to above is an extension of the

method presented in References 17, 18 and 19. The only significant

difference between the work referred to above and that presented herein

is that changes in kinetic energy of either the gas or liquid stream have

been included as significant in calculating total heat transfers. This

modification of the earlier results was necessary because of the high

ivelative velocities encountered in someof the cases considered below.

At present, the analytical models herein are restricted to use

of input data for which the condensable vapor state at the mixing section

inlet plane iS -approximately a saturated vapor state.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF MIXING SECTION ANALYTICAL MODELS

Analytical Model I:

I. constant pressure mixing section

2. no noncondensable gas in gas stream (gas stream completely

condensable)

Analytical Model Ha:

1. constant pressure mixing section

2. condensable vapor and noncondensable gas present in gas

stream

Analytical Model lib:

1. differs from Analytical Model la in that a simplified

relative velocity is assumed between concentric streams

Analytical Model HI:

.1. constant area mixing section

2. condensable vapor and noncondensable gas present in gas

stream
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TABLE II

SUMMARY OF ASSUMPTIONS COMMON TO ALL MIXING

SECTION ANALYSES

1. The flow is steady.

2. The flow is one-dimensional.

3. The liquid, is incompressible.

4. The ejector processes are adiabatic.

5. Height changes are negligible.

6. Surface tension effects are negligible.

7. There is no shaft work.

8. The liquid jet remains intact.

9. There is no entrainment of liquid i -the gas stream.

10. The liquid and gas streams are concentric with the gas flow being

annular.

11. The vapor enters the mixing section in a saturated or nearly

saturated state.
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RESULTS

Jet Breakup and Atomization:

The calculated results shown in Figures 2 through 6 compare the

predictions of a variety of jet breakup and atomization correlations for a

range of possible operating conditions. A more detailed discussion of

these results and the correlations from which they were obtained is given

in Appendix A.

Mixing Section Analyses:

1. Constant Pressure Mixing Section, No Noncondensable (Model I):

Figures 7 through 10 show some of the calculated results for one

set of input data to analytical Model I plotted versus distance from the

mixing section inlet plane. The figures are generally self-explanatory

and show how various temperatures (Figure 7), various velocities

(Figure 8), various Reynolds numbers (Figure 9), various heat transfer

coefficients (Figure 9), and the liquid jet, diameter and mixing secticn

diameter (Figure 10) vary with distance along the mixing section. The

percent of total inlet vapor flow condensed versus the distance from mix-

ing section inlet plane is shown in Figure 26.

2. Constant Pressure Mixing Section, with Noncondensable (Models Ha and

Figures 11 through 14 show some of the calculpted results for one

set of input data to Analytical Model Ha, plotted with distance from mixing

section inlet plane as the abscissa. The figures are generally self-explana-

tory and show how various temperatures (Figure 11), various velocities

(Figure 12), various Reynolds numbers (Figure 13), various heat transfer

coefficients (Figure 13), the mass transfer coefficient (Figure 13), and the

liquid jet diameter and mixing section diameter (Figure 14) vary with

distance along the mixing section.
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Figures 15 through 18 show the results calculated from Analytical

Model 1ib for the same set of input data used in Analytical Model Ha. These

figures are comparable to Figures 11 through 14, and show the differences

resulting from the assumption of a sizp4plified relative velocity between

phases in. the mixing section.

The percent of total inlet vapor flow condensed versus the distance

from mixing section inlet plane is shown in Figure 26 for Models Ha and

1ib. Also, for Model Ha the percent of total inlet vapor flow condensed

versus the distance from mixing section inlet plane is shown for various

inlet Mach numbers (Figure 23), for various inlet flow rate ratios of

vapor to total gas mixture (Figure 24), and for various numbers of liquid

jets (Figure 25).

3. Constant Area Mixing, with Noncondensable (Model iH):

Figures 19 through 22 show some of the calculated results for one

set of inputdata to Analytical Model HI plotted with distance from mixing

section inlet plane as the abscissa. The figures are generally self-explana-

toly and show how various temperatures (Figure 19), various velocities

(Figure 20), various Reynoids numbers (Figure 21), and the liquid jet

diameter and mixing section diameter (Figure 22) vary with distance along

the mixing section.

The percent,,of total inlet vapor flow condensed versus the distance

from mixing section inlet plane is shown in Figure 26. Figure 22 shows

how the total static ,pressure in the mixing section varies from the mixing

section inlet plane.

Comparison of Mixing Section Analytical Results:

In Figures 23 through 26 we compare how the total percent of vapor

condensed (based upon amount possible to condense) varies versus the axial

distance from the mixing section inlet plane for a variety of conditions.
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Figure 23 shows the effect of increasing the gas mixture mixing section

inlet Mach number while Figure 24 shows the effect of increasing the

amount of noncondensable in the inlet gas mixture. Figure 25 shows the

effect of increasing the number of liquid jets (fixed total liquid flow) and

Figure 26 shows the effect of changing the mixing section analytical

model. Insofar as possible, in each of Figures 23 through 26 all the

conditions are held constant. As before, each of the figures is self-

explanatory.

The most effective set of operating conditions (using shortest

distance required to achieve 90 perctnt condensation as a criterion of

effectiveness) is Analytical Model Ilb - constant pressure mixing section

with a simplified relative velocity between phases. Unfortunately, thie

model for the relative velocity between phases is too optimistic - the

relative velocity model used in Analytical Model Ha is more realistic

and thus Analytical Model Ha with eight liquid jets is the most effective.

The results in Figure 25 show that for a given amount condensed,

the distance required decreases as the number of liquid jets increases.

We did not go beyond eight liquid jets at this time because our assumption

of no significant atomization would not be valid.

Comparison of Figures 13 and 21 shows why a constant pressure

mixing section is more effective than a constant area mixing section. The

Reynolds numbers, and hence, the heat and mass transfer coefficients,

have a higher average value in the constant pressure mixing section than

in the constant area mixing section. This is because the constant pressure

mixing section converges as condensation takes place and thus the average

gas mixture velocity remains higher than in a constant area mixing section.
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CONCLUSIONS

Jet Breakup and Atomization:

The major conclusions of the jet breakup and atomization study are

that:

1. The mechanics of atomization of a liquid jet in a high

velocity-gas stream are not well understood.

2. The available correlations indicate that in the range of

volumetric and mass flow rate ratios of liquid to gas

under consideration in the condensuctor, the predicted

liquid jet breakup lengths are large compared to the

condensuctor mixing section length and the final mean

drop sizes are of the same order of magnitude as the

initial liquid jet diameter (secondary stream nozzle

exit diameter).

3. The mixing process in the mixing section of the conden-

suctor most probably involves heat, mass, and momentum

transfer from the gas phase to a liquid jet with no significant

breakup or atomization of the liquid jet occurring.

Mixing Section:

The general conclusions of the mixing section study are that:

1. A constant pressure mixing section requires a shorter

axial distance for condensation of an equal amount of vapor

than does a constant area mixing section for identical

mixing section inlet conditions.

2. Increasing the number of liquid jets with constant total

liquid flow area and liquid inlet velocity in any mixing

section, decreases the axial distance required for a

given amount of condensation.
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3. Increasing the ratio of noncondensable gas to condensable

vapor for a constant total gas flow in the constant pressure

mixi. aector, does not significantly affect the distance

required to condense 90 percent of the vapor flow as long

as the mixing section has proper profile.

4. Increasing the gas phase mixing section inlet Mach number

in the constant pressure mixing section, decreases the

axial distance required for condensation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Jet Breakup and Atomization:

The principle recommendations are that a transparent mixing sec-

tion be provided for future testing of the condensuctor to permit visible

records of the mixing process to be obtained by means of high-speed

photography. This will make it possible to verify available correlations

on jet breakup or develop new ones.

Mixing Section:

It is recommended that the mixing section analytical study be

continued in order to relax some of the restricting assumptions of the

present analyses and to include the diffusing, or diverging, section. of

an ejector-like device as a continuation of the mixing section process.

Some specific recommendations are:

1. Allow for liquid entrainment in the. annular gas stream

to determine if two-phase flow compressibility effects

are involved and to determine its effect on axial length

required for condensation.

2. Allow for superheated vapor in the gas stream at the

mixing section inlet in order to extend the range of

variables over which the analysis may be used.

3. Cut off the mixing section at some point, say 90 percent

of allowable condensation completed, and add a diffuser

section via a transition section in order to have a com-

plete ejector analysis.

4. Fix a mixing section and diffuser geometry based on

some desired design point and then use the fixed geometry

to examine off-design operation.
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APPENDIX A

LIQUID JET ATOMIZATION AND BREAKUP

Introduction:

This Appendix is concerned with an investigation of the possible

mechanics of the mixing processes occurring in the mixing section and

methods of predicting the degree of liquid jet breakup and atomization.

In order to establish an analytical model for a theoretical study of the

combined heat, mass, and momentum transfer between the two concentric

streams entering the mixing section, one must be able to predict the length

of the liquid jet at breakup and the mean liquid drop sizes resulting from

the dis itegration of the liquid jet.

A review of the literature on atomization and liquid jet breakup

was made to determine the factors which affect the atomization of a high

velocity liquid jet in a higher velocity concentric gap stream. The available

correlations for liquid jet breakup and atomization thus f6und were used to

predict liquid jet breakup length and final mean drop sizes over the range

of variables of the NUOS condensuctor experimental test runs (Reference 3).

Review of Literature:

Beginning with Lord Rayleigh's study of jet instability in 1868, the

phenomenon of liquid jet disintegration has been the subject of numerous

theoretical and experimental investigations. Unfortunately, most of these

investigations have been concerned with liquid jets discharging into a

vacuum or into ambient atmosphere. Almost no work has been done with

liquid jets being disintegrated by means of high velocity concentric gas

streams.

Miesse (11) points out that the theoretical and experimental analyses

of jet disintegration that have been made can all be grouped into three

general classes, or into a combination of these classes. They are:
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"1) Small Disturbance Method. An °arbitrary small disturbance is

imposed upon the surface of a liquid jet of given properties, and the effect

of this disturbance is studied analytically by consideration of the well

established physical conservation laws ------- Because the phenomena

considered are, by nature, nonlinear, the mathematical solution of the

problem can. in most cases, be effected only by employing the linearizing

assumptions of the method of small perturbations. ------- An obvious

consequence of the use of this assumption is that the solution obtained is

no longer (rigorously) valid when the magnitude of the growing disturbance

exceeds a small percentage --- of the jet radius.

"2) Method of Plausible Conjectures. For the phenomena of

secondary atomization, which occur subsequent to the initial growth of

the disturbance, mathematical solutions can be obtained only by making

plausible conjectures regarding the mechanism of the governing process.

The validity of these conjectures can be substantiated only by the degree

to which they effect correlation of the pertinent experimental data.

t13) Method of Dimensional Analysis. As the complex combinations

of physical processes which occur in the disintegration of a liquid jet

generally defy rigorous mathematical analysis, the pertinent experimental

data can frequently be correlated effectively by consideration of the dimen-

sionless groups of physical varibles which have an effect on the physical

process."

The small disturbance method has been used to study jet instability,

wave formation, and jet breakup by Rayleigh, Tyler, Weber, Taylor, and,

recently by Morrell (12). This method has also been employed by Lane,

Hinze, and Isshiki (8) to predict the breakup of liquid drops. A classic

example of the method of plausible conjecture is that of Castleman (13),

who utilized Rayleigh's theory of jet breakup to postulate ligament forma-

tion as an intermediate step to drop formation. Noting that liquid droplets
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seemed to be torn directly from the main body of the liquid jet, he showed

that -ae life period of a liquid filament from which the drops formed is in

tlhe order of magnitude of 10 . 5 seconds. Although Castleman was unable

to see these filaments, recent high speed photographic techniques have

permitted other investigators to prove their existence. The method of

dimensional analysis to correlat experimental data has been used by the

majority of investigators.

In particular, Ohnesorge (as described by Marshall (7)) correlated

the experimental data, of Hanlein by plotting the Z-number (ratio of Weber

number to Reynolds number of the liquid jet) versus the Reynolds number

of the liquid jet on a log-log chart. From this correlation he classified

the modes of jet disintegration in four groups according to the rapidity of

drop formation as follows:

"1) Slow dripping from an orifice without jet formation.

112) Rayleigh mechanism of jet breakup wherein an axially

symmetric disturbance produces breakup. The term varicose has been

applied to these disturbances.

113) Breakup caused by disturbances which are symmetrical about

a helical axis starting at the orifice, as treated by Hanlein and Weber.

These disturbances are sometimes referred to as sinuous.

"4) So-called atomization of the jet. 11

"Since for a given liquid and orifice size the 2-number is constant,

a variation with the Reynolds number on the chart follows a, horizontal line.

Thus, at low Reynolds number, Zone 1, the mode of breakup follows the

Rayleigh mechanism and as the Reynolds number increases the mode passes

into Zone II, where breakup follows a lateral motion with increasing amplitude,

and the jet has a twisted or sinuous appearance. This*is a narrow region, and

there is a sharp transition from this zone to the zone of atomization at the

orifice, Zone III. "1
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It is interesting to note here that this correlation is based on a liquid

jet in ambient atnmosphere. If the liquid jet is subjected to a high velocity

gas stream, the momentum transfer from the gas phase to the liquid phase

tends to accelerate the jet as it progresses through the gas. Also, acceler-

ation of the jet tends to stabilize it, decreasing the amplitude of its surface

disturbances and keeping it intact.

The physical properties affecting jet disintegration are:

1. liquid nozzle diameter, DLI

2. liquid jet velocity, VLl

3. relative velocity between gas and liquid, Vrl

4. liquid density, PL

5. liquid viscosity, 1L

6. surface tension, er'

7. gas density, pg

8. gas viscosity, 11

9. geometry of mixing chanber, D
g

Dimensionless quantities considered in various analyses are:.

I. Reynolds number, Re

2. Weber number, We

3. Z-number, Z = We/Re

4. density ratio of gas to liquid, 9/PL

5. viscosity ratio of gas to liquid, 1g./AL

6. ratio of wavelength of disturbances to nozzle diameter, X/DLI

7. ratio of breakup length to nozzle diameter, Lb/DLl

8. ratio of final mean drop diameter to nozzle diameter, D dF/DL

9. mass flow rate ratio of liquid to gas, w

10. volumetric flow rate ratio of liquid to gas, w vol'

See series of photographs in recent EOS Report on jet condensers (16).
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Experimental evidence indicates that the atomization of a liquid jet

by means of a high velocity gas stream is a threefold process characterized

by the following distinct phases:

1. The liquid jet undergoes surface deformations which cause

the jet to break up when the amplitude of the deformations

become sufficiently large.

2. Liquid filaments are detached from the main mass of the

jet. These filaments are unstable and extremely short-

lived (on the order of 10 - 5 seconds) and immediately form'

drops.

3. These initial drops are subjected to surface deformation and

are eventually broken down into successively smaller drops.

Nukiyama and Tanasawa (7) and Isshiki (8) have investigated liquid

jet breakup and liquid droplet deformation, respectively. Nukiyama and

Tanasawa developed equation A9 to predict the final volume-surface mean

drop size ior the overall process of atomization. Isshiki derived a semi-

empirical expression, equation A13, to correlate the initial and final drop

size for the third phase of the atomization process.

Both of these investigators include liquid to gas flow rate ratio terms

in their correlations thereby accounting for a finite gas medium and the trans-

fer of momentum from the gas to the liquid phase.

Calculated Parameters:

Liquid jet Reynolds number

Re)- Ll DLlL (Al)

AL

Liquid jet Weber number
~1/2

(We). = V (AZ)

3 /l
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Liquid jet Z-number

Z = (We)./(Re). (A3)

Liquid drop Reynolds number

PLVrl DdI

(Re)dI L (A4)

Liquid drop Weber number

p V rlIrdl
(We)dI = (A5)

Liquid jet breakup length

L VL 3 PL g4 A6 5]

**(11) L = 94.-4 D (M)

/--J

(7) Lb = ,.L (. + L 1/2 (A7)

(PLa'D Li)

PL 
11

(12) L = 2. DL! - (A8)

Initial drop radii (rdl)max rLl

I ( d~mi"=6.5 or'/(p g Vrl )

(rdl) num ripehere t r

** numbers in parentheses refer to references.
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Final mean drop radius

1 -141. U1 .5 AL 0.451.
(7) rdF V + 191 (000 Vol )  (A9)

6 -1.68
(7) rdF 1. 1x 10 Vrl DLl (AlO)

1

(10) rdF = 91,500. P- Vrl (All)

(11) = r L (Z.P V 2 )3. 5 + 0.000395 (AIM

(l rdF 1.6 + 3 VI C1
(8) rdl / (We)d&0. 2 5  2A+ P LDI

0.25 0.125

in dl (We)dI (A13)
-7'd
rdF I

Results:

The correlations given in equations Al-AI3 were used to calculate

liquid jet breakup length and final mean drop radius for two selected experi-

mental test runs. Run No. 1 represents a typical, noncondensable flow case,

i. e,0, the gas phase consists of a mixture of water vapor and noncondensable

CO 2 gas; Run No. 2 represents a typical condensable flow case with the gas

phase consisting entirely of water vapor. Test data for the two cases is

listed in Table IV while the calculated parameters are given in Table V.
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A computer program was developed to perform the calculations and

is set up to perform calculations based on a given set of condensuctor inlet

conditions, nozzle exit diameters, as well as the static pressure at mixing

section inlet. In order to investigate their effect upon the calculated para-

meters, three of these conditions may be varied for any remaining set of

inlet conditions. These remaining variables are mass flow rate ratio, col,

ratio of static pressure at mixing section inlet to gas stagnation pressure

at ejector inlet, p 1/Pgo, and ratio of liquid stagnation pressure to gas stag-

nation pressure at ejector inlet, pLo /Pgo. This computer program will be

useful in the future to compare calculated values of liquid jet, breakup char-

acteristics with experimental test results. Such a comparison can establish

the accuracy of the available correlations or lead to more accurate ones.

Figures 2 and 3 show how liquid jet breakup length, Lb , varies with

the static pressure at-the mixing section inlet for a noncondensable flow case

and a condensable flow case, respectively. The actual experimental test

pressure is indicated in each figure. The correlations given by equations

A6 and A8 show that the length of the liquid jet at breakup increases as the

pressure at the mixing section inlet decreases. This is caused primarily

by-the decrease in gas density attending the drop in pressure. The resulting

increase in relative velocity between the liquid and gas phases would seem

to stabilize the liquid jet permitting greater lengths before breakup. The

correlation given by equation A7 does not account for the effects of a high

velocity gas stream surrounding the liquid jet, nor the initial linui'd jet

velocity. Equation A6 indicates that the liquid jet will be longer at breakup

if the initial velocity of the liquid jet ,increases,

Figures 4,and 5 show how the ratio of final mean drop radius to

initial jet radius, r /r1, varies with the mass flow rate ratio for a
IdFt ly

n'oncondens able flow case and a conden~able flow case, respectively. The
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actual test value of mass flow rate ratio is indicated in each figure. The

results of four correlations given by equations A9, Add, All and AIZ are

sho-n in each figure. Because of the observed transitional nature of jet

breakup and atomi-ation, it is highly unlikely that atomization occurs at

radius ratios, rdF /rLl' equal to or greater than 1. 0. The range of re-

sults is large with equation A9 giving a fair average of the other correla-

tions. Equations A9 and All indicate that the radius ratio, r dF/rLl,

increases as the mass flow rate ratio, c, increases. T.iis trend agrees

with the results obtained from the correlations on liquid jet breakup

length in that higher initial liquid jet velocity tends to postpone jet break-

up and droplet formation. Equations AlO and AIZ plot as straight lines in

the figures with values from equation AlZ being approximately 100 times

greater than those from equation A10.

Figure 6 shows how the ratio of final mean drop radius to initial

jet radius, r dF/r Ll calculated from equation A9 varies with volumetric

flow rate ratio of liquid phase to gas phase, w vol* Three points are

indicated for each flow case at various values of static pressure at the

mixing section inlet, pl. This plot indicates that the radius ratio,

rdF /rLl, increases as the volumetric flow rate ratio, Vol' increases.

Equation A13 may be used to calculate final mean drop radius if

the initial drop radius at the beginning of liquid jet breakup is known. For

purposes of these calculations, we have assumed that the initial drop radius

may range between a maximum equal to the initial jet radius and a minimum

based upon an assumed initial drop Weber number, (We)dI , equal to 6.5.

Table V lists the initial and final drop radii obtained for the two representa-

tive flow cases. In both cases the assumption of a minimum initial radius

does not produce any change, whereas the assumption of a maximum initial

radius produces a growth in drop size. Thus, the correlation of equation A13

predicts no droplet breakup if liquid jet breakup is assumed.
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APPENDIX B

CONST! NT PRESSURE MIXING WITH NO NONCONDENSABLE

(ANALYTICAL MODEL I)

Computational Procedure:

We begin by calculating the following quantities at the ejector inlet

stagnation state (state o) and at the entrance to the mixing section (state 1).

STATE = 1. (B 1)

T = I(T g/To) (BZ)
Lo go go Lo

TLI =TLo (B3)

PLo =Pgo (pLo /pgo) (B4)

p = Pgo (plpo) (B5)

= . (B6)

Wv 1 = w (B7)

Wcl =0 (B8)

1 0 (B9)

w = w (B I0)
go vo

Wgl =Wgo (Bll)

*TLl =c D /4.) (B1Z)

* Ll= CdL 88. go0 (PLo- p ) 12( 3
VLI = CdLPL(B3

wL = 3600. PL VL1 ALl/1 4 4 . (B 14)

T g(R)* = Tg + 459.69 (B 15)

T go(K) = 5. T go(R)/9. (B16)

All temperatures are in degrees F except as indicated by (R) or V) which
refer to the Rankine and Kelvin temperature scales, respectively.
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Call SATT* * (p, 'T go, T sa)

Tsat 1 _ sat17

CalVAPTP (T p ,h , , v )
go go0 go go go

sgi go B8

Ca1lVAPTP (T sat p, h , 9P v -)

If (s g-s 9) B21, B19,B26

T g=T s t(B19)

h = h (BZO)

go to 1327

T =lT s t(B21)

Call SATLQ (T g, vf. s, hf)

-6sf =5 - s f(B322)

h =h-_h (B23)
fg g f

X = (sg~ f 5f (1324)

h l=h f+ Xh 9(1325)

go to B27

Call SUPHT 1 (T s at 1' P S Tg1  (B26)

Call VAPTP (T ,h s ,v
gi gi gi gi

V =lC dg(2. g0J (h g-h g ))1/2 (1327)

hgj hgo- Gdg (go-hg1) (38

If (h g-h 9) B329, BZ9, B37

T =T (B329)
gi sat

4*Fortran Subroutines are identified in Appendix G.
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g 1 (R) = Tg I + 459.69 
(B30)

Tg(K) = 5. Tg1 (R)/9. (B31)

X = (h l-hf)Ihfg (B32)

Wv 1 =Xw (B33)

Wc I = w (I. -X) (B34)VO

Wgl = W V 2-V I (B35)

TLI = T -1 L (B36)

go to B40

Call SUPHTZ (Tsat V p , hgl' Tgl) (B37)

TgI(P.) = T + 459.69 (B38)

T g(K) = 5. Tgl(R)/9. (B39)

Call VAP (Tg1 Tgl(K), p, (C/k) v Wv p ' gJ, M1 1

kgl C pgl) (B40)

Cpv1 = C pg (B41)

A = 144. w g/(3600. p g Vgi) (B42)

D g -- (4. (A g+A L)/ )1/2  (B43)

1 = L/W 1 (B44)

"") (B45)0 1

(wc/5.) = 0. (B46)

L =0. (B47)

S. =0. (B4.8)ii
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Q 1=O. (B49)

phase velocity ratio = V Il V Ll(B50)

bulk temperat ire ratio -z T Il T Ll(B51)

(Pr)g, = Cpgi "~gi /k 91(B52)

Call VISLIQ (T Ll) M'Li) (B53)

V ri = [JVgi-V LII (B54)

(Pr) LI = C L MULl/k L (B55)

D el=4. A gl/(i(D gl+ C2 D LID (B56)

(Re) g1 = 3600. p gi V g D el /(12. Ig 1) (B57)

T i IT sat(B58)

T. (=T + 459.69 (B59)

T .1 (K) =5. T .1 (R)1/9. (B60)

Call SATP (T. 1 ilPc)

Call SATHFG (T. i'PC h gC V h f )-

h fI= h g.- h fcI(B61)

Call SATLQV (T.ilvC1

Gall VISLIQ (Til 1)

V' =l0. 75 V rl(B63)

V1 l0.25 V rl(B64)

E = 0. (B65)

(Re) L 3600. PL V' 1D L/(iZ./L (B 66)
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(Re)rgI = 3600. pgl Vgl Del (12. I gl) (B67)

If ((Re)Ll - 12, 500.) B68, B68, B69

hLl = 1.86 (12. kL/D'i) (Re)L11 3 (Pr)L1/3 ( cl) 014(B68)

go to B70
- ~0.8 -0.4

hLi =0. 023 (12. kL/DL1) (Re)L (Pr)0 (B69)

Call CASP4 (TiI(K), ov , (E/k)v, Wv, Mgi) (B70)

IF ((Re) rg - 9000.) B71, B71, B72

hGI = 1.86 (12. kg1 /Del) (Re)rg 1/3 (Pr)g1 3 (ggl/Igii)0 .14 (B7i)

go to B73
0.8 1/3 014 (B72)

hGl =0. 027 (12. kgl /Del) (Re)rgI (Pr)g" (gt g/il)1"

If ((Re) rg - 1000.).B74, B74, B75 (B73)

f = 16. / (Re)rgl (B74)

go to B76

f. = 0. 0014 + (0. 125/(Re) rg 0.3 (B75)1rg
2 V'

i= 3600.2 fi Pgl gl (2. g') (B76)

(qISi)1 = L1 (TiI-T L) (B77)

(qL/Si)l - hG(T I-T.l

(w/S ) = L Ii GI gi 1i (B78)

hfgcl + CpL (Tii'TLI) + 2. goJ

Tm = 3600. (wVS ' g /g' (B79)

T = . + m (B80)1 mT
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V Li F. (Re) Ll 0.2 21 + . T-m (Re) Ll0 '2 gi ] 1/2 (B81)
(Re rgl / g (0. 046) 3600. Z~V' - V' (B82)

gl = gl - VL 1 LI

If (E-50.) B83, B83, B86

(WcI i-( Cl I B86, B84, t84 (B83)

if(I (w s i) -WI l

(w CIS) = (w CIS) 1  (B84)

E =E+ 1. (B85)

go to B66

V 2V z

(qg/S) h hGl(Tg-Tii) + (wcIS) I1 (hfgcl + CpL(TiI Li+ goj

(B86)

AT1 = TgI-T (B87)

U 1 = (qL/Si) 1 /AT 1  (B88)

At this point we have calculated all variables at state 1. We now

commence our calculations for the first state 2.

c3 = 0. (B89)

STATE = STATE + 1. (B90)

AT =c AT (B91)

T = T g-ATg (B92)

If (Tg2 - T sat) B93, B94, B94

Tg 2 =T sat (B93)
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(W d 12= C4 Wvo (B94)

c 3 = c 3 '+ c4  (B95)

T gz(R) = Tg 2 +459.69 (B96)

Tgz(K) = 5. Tg 2 (R)/9. (B97)

If (0. 99 - c 3 ) B98, B98, BIO

If (1. 399 - c 3 ) B100, B100, B99 (B98)

(w c)1 = 0.02 wvo (B99)

go to BlOl

(w ) = 0.01 w vo (BOO)

Wv2 = Wvl - (wc) 1 2  (BIO)

Wg2 =w - (Wc)12 (B102)

Ti2 = Tsat (B103)

T i(R) = Ti2 + 459.69 (B104)

Ti 2 (K) = 5. T (R)/9. (B105)

Call SATP (Ti2, Pc' )

Call SATHFG (T 2 , P 2 ' hgcz' hfc2 )

P2c gcZ, fcZh fgc2 = h gcz - hfc 2  (B 106)

wc2 = Wcl + (wc)i2 (B107)

Call VAP (T g, T g(K), p, ((/k) v W v J,p 'ZgZv' v Pg2' g2'

k' 0 Cpgz)

Cpv 2 = Cpg 2  (B108)

(Pr)gz = Cpgz N2 /k g (B 109)
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Ah v= C Pv T g1 (R) - C 2? T g2(R)(B10

(q) 1 = wv (11

V12 VLi (3112)

V =zV gBI n)

VI gx=Vo g (B 114)

VI L = Vi (B 115)

LZ Lic

(S) =0. (3117)
i rz0

E = 0. I*B 118)

(w c/S )2 = (w c/S.)d + 2. (B 119)

Call SATLQV (Ti 2 ' v 2 ) (B 120)

Call VISLIQ (T. 2  ~ 2

P = 1. /v 2  
(3121)

AT =(T .- '-T T T)/Z (B1ZZ)
gc gi gz ii iZ

Ah vc = (C pv +C pv2 )AT gc/Z. (3123)

h fgc = (h fgclI +h hfgcz )/Z* (312Z4)

Z 2
AV = -(15g l (Vg VgZ )/(Z.g 0 J) (l5

AV L= (V - V )/(2 2.g0 J) (B 126)

AV gL = (V g 1 ~V LZ2 M2.9 0 (B 1Z7)

Ah L =C L((T il+T,211. T TL 7) (B 128)

(qV) =w 2v (Ah v+AV)9 (312 9)

(q) di (w d 12(h fg + Ah c+ 6h L +AV L) (B313 0)
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(qL)1z = (wL + Wc I) AV L  (B!131)

Q = (q")1 2 + (qc)IZ I (qL)1 Z (B13Z)

T12=T + L "  (B133)L L C L (w L+ -w )

AT =Tg2 - TLZ (B134)

(T _I-T - (T -T 1}
AT gI L g2 (B 135)

Tg-L2'

Call VISLIQ (T., L L2 )

(Pr) 2 = L I/kL (B 136)

(wc/Si)I - (w cSi)z
(wclSi) = ( (wcS i (B137)

c c /S __

(Siciz = (wcdizl (wc/Si) (B138)

Sense Light 1

Ag z = 144. Wgz/(3 6 00. Pgz Vg 2 ) (B139)

WL 
) '

AL = 144. + )/3600. B 140)p LVLZ z cv LZ /30.(IC

DLZ (4. ALZ (cz))2 (B141)

Dg 2 = (4. (Agz + ALZ) 1)/2 (B 142)

DL (DLI + D )L/2 (B143)

D =(DgI + D g)/2. (B144)

De 2  4. Agzl(IT (Dg 2 + c2 DLZ)) (B145)

Vr 2 j Vg 2 - VL2"j (B 146)
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12. (S 2 D -D 1/
1Z4(DL+Dc 2.2 11/2) (B147)12 DL- +D DLI

(,cz 2 2. Ll

Vg (Vgl+ Vgz/ (B148

V =(V'i + V'g)/. (B149)
g g I gZ

VL= (VL1 + VLZ)Z. (B f50)

(Re) - 3 6 0 0 . pg2 Vg2 D /(12. ;gZ) (B:iI) -

(Re) = 3600. p- V' D 1(12. 1g2) (B152)
rg2 ,Z- g2 eZ g2

Call FORCE (DLt Dg L12 Vg V'gI (Sic)12. (RC)gja (Re)g2.

(Re) l'g (Re) rgz . pg' PgZ g', F. F)

F = 3600. (Wc) 12i g' (B 153)

If (Vg-VL) B154, B155, B155

F. =- F. (1154)
1 1

F= F. (.B155)

T= F/(S id 121 :(B 15 6)

Tm = 3600. (wcISi)Z V'g 2 /g' (B 157)

(Re) = 3600. p V' DL2(12" jL') (B 158)
LZ PL VL2.L?.2

FIm - 3600. (wc)iz (V' + V'LZ)/(Z. g') (B 159)

360Cr (wL + w 1 ) V +g' (F+ F'M)V = (B160)
VLZ 3600. (wL + wc()

3600. w V 1- g' (F+F
V = 30.1gz (B 16 0g2 3600. wg
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,Pgz (Re)L 10. 2 . Tm(Re) L2 g'1
L2 LPL (Re)rgz V0:04) 3600. + -3

V'g =V gZ-V Lz-V'L2 (B163)

If (Sense Light 1) B139, B164

Call GASP4 (Tiz(K)} V, (T/k)v, Wv sLg 2  (B 164)

If-((Re) rg-9000.) B165, B165, B166

hGZ = 1.86 (12. kg2 IDez) (Re)rgZ1/ 3 (Pr)gz
1 3 01g 2

1M 0.14 (B165)

- goto B166a

.... 0.8 130.14 (B 6)
0.027(12. k g/D) (Re)rg. (Pr) 1/3 4Lgi0)G1 gZ eZ rg2 g2 (it gIj ) (16

'1-((Re)L-,:5).OO.)B16 7, B167, B168 (B166a)

1h 3 1/3 0.14 (B167)
.J,86 k L2U..k2J (Re)L2

1 Pr L 2 r)((L6 7c2)

go to B'16.9
h 0.80.
hL, 0.023(12.. D) (Re)L 0(Pr)LZ 0.4 (B168)

L2 (e LZ L

(ql = hL (T z"TLz) (B 169)
( i L2SiLZ- hG L TZ'Ti

(w /5)~L ~ 1 iZ -2 hGZ _rg Ti2 B10(Wc/Si)2 V 2 (B70)

h C () g2 - LZ
fgcZ+CpL(TiZTL +  2. gJ

(q I h T T IS) (TZ-T v 2 VLZ. \
(qg/S5 i)a = hGz(TgZ .T9 + (WI/S.) 2 (hfgc2+CpL(Tj 2 .TL2)+V - LZ

16 - hgc22.p go J

0

(B 171)

uT =(, (B7a)
. o .. .... ..
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-- (Wc/Si) (w /Si)z
(wcS)= - (B 173)c-in ((c /S))

C i2
(Si) ! = (Wc) I2 / (Wcisi) (B 174)

= QIZ/((Si)I2 ATM) (B175)

2 2.

If (E-56.) B177 BR177, B179

i ( (i) -12 ) B179, B178, B178 (B177)

(5)i '3'
i)o = (Si) (B 178)

go to BIZO

L =L +L (B179)2 1 12

2 (WL + Wcz)/Wg2 (BIB0)

2 = Wv2/Wgz (B-I8I)

phase velocity ratio = 'V g/V (B-182)

bulk temperature ratio = T gz/TL (B 183)

Si2 S il + (Si)12 (B184)

Q = QI + Q (B185)

We have now finished calculations for state 2. If we satisfy the

following tests, the calculation is complete; if not, we reset several

variables to establish state 1 as the beginning of the next mixing section

interval and recalculate state 2.
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If (Tg2 -T 2 ) BZIZ, BZ1Z, B186

If (wvo-wc) BZiZ, B212, B187 (B186)

If (1.399-c 3 ) BZiZ, BZ12, B188 (B187)

h h (B 188)fgcl fgc2

C - Cpvz (B 189)

C pg I = pg7z  (B 190)-

U I -- U 2  (B19 1)

(W c/S i) 1I = (w c/S i) z  (BI19Z)

W vl- = Wv2 (B 19 3)

T =T (B194)

TgI T g2 (B195)

Tg I R) = T gz(R) (B 196)

g I =U g2  (B 197)

L 1 = VSL) (B198)
SI V (B199)

"LI Lz

T i= T i I(321)

V'C = V'c (BZO0. )

gi gZ

Tg1lR = Tg(R (B1)

cV Wc (B107)

gl Wg2 (B203)

VLl =D DL (B204)

VDg =D g2 (BZ05)

* =L (B206)

W1  2WZ(22

Siw =S (B207)gi 

gZ
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(Re) g1  (Re)~ (BZ0

(Re) rg (Re)_,, (B210)

gl Pg

go to B90

read iniput data for new case. (BZIZ)
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APPENDIX C

-coTANT PRESSURE- mXING WITH NONCONDENSABLE

(ANALYTICAL MODELS Ila AND H1b)

Computational Procedure - Amaljrtical Model Ha:

We begin by calculating the following ;quantities at the ejector inlet

stagnation state (state o) and: tthe entrance to the mixing section (state 1).

,STATE =1. (Cl)

TL Tg /(Tg IT~, (CZ)

T =lT L,(C3)

p(p /p) (C4)
~Lo Igo Lo go

p Zp (PIP ) (Q5I
go go,

+0l =W AV0+'d (C6)

W V Wvo (7

(q8)

w =W +w W 9)
go nc vo

AWg1 =Wg 0 l 4)c / (00)

Vi = Cd (288. g0  02

WL 3600. V lpA / 4 4 .(03

T go(R)* =T go+ 459. 69 ~(C 14),

T go (K) - 5.T g(R)/ 9. (C15),

*All temperatures are in degrees F except as, indicated by (R) or (K)
which refer to the Rankine and Kelvin tempperature scales, respectively.
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Call SATT**(p. T go, Tat)

Rg = 1.3 (CI6)

Call GASP (T (K), w w ,W W J, C K
go n vo c v pgo g o0

TgI(R) = T go(R)/(Pgo/p) Kg (C17)

TgI(K) = 5. TgI(R)1 9. (/98)

Call GASP (Tg 1 (K), WncI wV 1 , Wn¢ W v , J, Cpg! , Kgl)

R = (C19)

K =(Kg + K gl)/Z. (CZ0)

if ( Rg-R I - C4) C , C17, C17

V 1 -Cdg [Z.goJ (CpgoTgo(R) - CTpgljg(R))] '/Z (C21)

Tg(R) = [Cpg Tgo (R)- C (Cp0 T o(R)- CgT gl(R) ]/C pg (C22)

Tg1 = TgI(R)- 459.69 (C23)

TgI(K) = 5. Tgl(Rrl9. (C24)

wVl/W
XV = V (C5)

Wvi w

v nc

Call CASPI (Tgl(K), ncO, , t*, (C/k), ((1k) , ' W v

vis D1'I ' ncl' gl)

CallCASPZ (p, XV1, Wnc, Wv, J, T (R), T (K), 'v
v nc v gi gi ncl' Ivi

StI' C v ,  ' Pgl' TgI(K) C g gpgi' pncl pvl)

Rgl= 1545.45/((1. -Xvl) Wnc + XvIWv) (C26)

* Fort-an Subroutines are identified in Appendix G.
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Cg I = (g0 Kg1 Rg I Tg I (R)) 1 / 2  (CV2)

M I  gl/Cg I  (C28)

Ag1 = 144. WgI/(3 6 00. pgl Vg9) (Cz)

Dg =( 4 . (Ag I + AL)/V)1 / 2 (C30)

1 =WL/Wgl (C31)

S1(032)

(wC/S) = 0. (033)

wc1 = 0. (C34)

L -0. (C35)

Sil =0. (C36)

Q =0. (C37)

phase velocity ratio = VglI/VLl (C38)

(Pr)gI = Cpg I g /K gK (C39)

Call VISLIQ (T Ll. ALdl

Vrl = 1 Vgl-VLlj (C40)

V' = 0.75V (C41)

VI 1 = 0.25 Vrl (C42)

(Pr)Ll = CpL MLl /kL (C43)

Del = 4. Agl/(r(Dg 1 + c 2 DLl)) (C44)

(Re)g1 = 3600. Pgl Vgl Del /(12.Igl) (C45)

(SC)g 1 = ggl/(Pgl D' 1 ) (C46)

Til = 0.8 5 Tg 1  (C47)

E 0. (C48)
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T =0. (C49)

Aq 1 2 = 0. (C50)

T (R) = T +459.69 (C51)

TiI(K) = 5. T i(R)/9. (C52)

Call SATP (T U iPc)

Pvil = cl (C53)

CallSATHFG(T ill, pc hgci ' h f c
1 )

hfgc = h c!-hfc I  (C54)

Call VISLIQ (Til, 4cl)

(Re) Li = 3600. PL V'Li DLi/(iZ" MLl) (C55)

If ((Re)Ll - Z, 500.) C56, C56, C57

hLl = 1.86 (12. kL/DL1) (Re)L1/ 3 (P)1/ 3 (/)0.14 (C56)

go to C58

h Ll = 0. 023 (12. kL/D.L )  (Re) (P8 LI0.4 (C57)

(Re)rg 1 = 3600. Pgl V gl Del/ (12. /Lgl) (C58)

Call GASP3 (Til(K), ( nc, 07 , t*, (C/k)v, (/k) nc , Wnc,

Wv' Pf Pvil' 11gil

If ((Re)rg 1 - 9000.) C59, C59, C60

1/3 1/3 0. 14
hGl = 1.86 (12. kgl/Del) (Re) rgl (Pr)g1  (tLgI//Agi) (C59)

go to C61

hGl =0. 027 (12, k gi/Del) (Re) rg 0.8 1/3 0.14 (C60)K G=gl (Pr)gi (gi/g(Cgi6)
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Call SATLQV (T.l, v)

PC,= 1./ v (C62)

T 3600., (w ISl V' i/g' (C63)
m cii gi

P Ae 02 2. 'T(Re) -0. 2g, 1/2
(Re) Vg 12 m (C64)

= L (Re2rg----l g (0.046) 3600. 2 L

V1gl= Vr'l VIL1I (C65)

tvl P-Pvil (C66)
nc 14.66 n (P-vil)

K GI (K G * PIn1ciP ncl (C67)

(wC/S) I = KGi (Xvi P=Pvil/14. 6 96  (C68)

v 2ii ( T+/S+ C(.T) gi" Li)
(q/S) =hG (TgT i)+ (w I )(hfgcl CpLi(TiTL + 2. o

(069)

(qL/Si) 1 = hLi (Til-TL1) (C70)

Aq I (q /Si~ (qg/Si) (C71)
1 L i 1 g Ii

T =T (072)ill il z

Aq 1 1 =Aq 1 2  (C73)

If (E-50.) C74, 074, C82

If (Ti-T i)/Til - cl) C82, 075, C75 (C74)

T = Til (C75)

AqI 2 = 1 (C76)

E =E + 1. (C77)
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If (E-3.,) P78, C79, C79

T. =T -A (Z
11 ilZ q1 2 Z hLl)

go to 080

pT. =(T 1 Aq 1 T.1  Aq1 2  (Aq 1 1 -.Aq1  (C79),
11 H2 11il 121 1

If,(- T )C91, C81, C51(0)

T ' =T0. 1 (081)

goto 051

T' -T, (P82),

Um=(q- -S, /AT1  (C83)

tempnierature ratio! Li (084)I At this jpoint we have cAlculated all variables at state 1. We now

tonimen66 ourk calculations-ior the first state 2,

STATE =StATEL + -1. (085)

AT =CIAT (8~

Tf (A'T - c2~)L088' 087, 0'87

-AT 9 Z.(087)

T =T -AT ~(C88)

if IT 0-T s t) q90, G89, 089

T =T- (C89)

if (T 2 -T Ll_ 6~ 091, 092, 092 (090O)

T19 = T L+ (6 (091)

Cali SATP (T g2 , Pv (092z)

pg2 PPVz (093)
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X? ~ (094)

ifu-x (X-Xv? Q1 C C.91, C-92

T =Tg - 1. (095)

go to 092

ncv

Wg2=nc +w (097)

(w) W - w (q98)c 12 gil gZ

Wc =w - w (C99)cz vo vZ

if - ) 100, 0234, 0234

T g2 (R) T Tg2 + 459.69 (0100)

T g2 (K) =5. 'T g2 (R)/9. (0101)

Call GASP1 (T(K), 0 '* Ck), (k
nc'n v' nc' nc' v'

pX2 , gZ1 DZPI v2 ' MncZ' I~gZ

Gall GASP2 (p, X 2 , w nc' wv J, T Z (R), T g2 (K), MricZ, ;IVZO

St s 2, Pgz T(K), CpZ pCV 0p2

(Pr)g, ;C pgz 4gz- /k gz(C102')

Ah v= C PV T g1 (R) - C pvZ T g2 (R) ('G, 1'03)

( qV) 12= W Ah v(0104)

Ah nc =0Cpncl T I (R ) Cpn,.Z T g2(R) (0105)

,(q )di =W Ah v (0106)

(Sc)g A I'z(pg D'2b (0107)



(0108)

Vg2  41(C09

L2 i +(q~) 1 + (q 1  + (w ~(hfgc+Cp (T 2 -T) p010

T =T + oL 2 Ni1 wL fglPVwg l Clo

(T + T ')/2. (Cil)
iZ gZ LZ

E ='0. (C 11)

T. =z 0. (0 113)

4q 2 2 =0. (C0114)

V' I= 2V' (0 115)

VILZ VILi C16'

(w /S.) =,(w j)-.(C 117)-c 1iZ c i

i2()" 2+ 459.69 (0 118)

T z(K)= 5. T .2(R) /9. (0119

Call SATP (T.2 izIp.2

Pz=p.z ~(C 12 0)

Call SAT-HFG (T. iz P h gcz' h fz

Gall SATLQV,(T. v

iz cz

Pcz = 1. / z(0 12 1)

h fgcZ = hgc2- ~hfcz (C012 2)

AT gc = (T g1 + T g -T j - T Q /2. (0 123)

Ah =c(0 V +0CV ) AT go/2. (0124)

h gc (hfgcl +± gcz (/Z12 5)
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AV (V -V ) / (2. go) (CI26)

AVL (VLI 2 -VLz 2) / (2. g0 ) (0127)

AV = (V gl Z-VLZ2 )/ (2. goJ) (C128)

AhcL C L( Til. - Lj (cizg)

(qv)= wv2 (Ahv + AVg) (C130)
9

(qn)i w (Ah +AV) (C131)
ncl12. nc nc g

(qciZ (W (Ah +h- +Ahc + AVg) (C132)
(q 12(w) v fgc cL, gL

(q (w + Wl ) AV (C133)

Q =((qnc)1z + (qv)1 2 + (qc) 12 + '(q L)1 (C134)

T =ZT + (035 IzT L T Ll + pL (w L  + w cl)- 
(C135)

AT=T-TLz (C136)

n _ 2 L

gz LZ

Call VISLIQ (T LZ, .LZ

(Pr)LZ CpL ALZ/kL (C138)

(w,/S) -(Wc/S)
(Wc 7() = (C139)

C ~(w /S,)1
in ((W/Sjl

(Sic)Iz= (W d 12/(w cTSi )  (C14 0)

Sense Light 1

Ag 2 fi144. Wgz/(3 6 00. pg2Vg2 ) (C141)
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A 144. (PLV'%z 3Pc2vL2)600.(

DL = (4. ALZ/(I c)) 12 (-43)

Dg2 = (4. (Ag 2 + AL2)/1)1/2 (C144)

D -(D + D )2. (0145)
L LI L2

D =(Dg I + D / 2. (C146)

D 4. Ag/((D + c D )) (C147)e2 Sg2 gZ 2 L2

Vr2 = Vg2"VL2 j (C148)

2 1/2
12. (S (D-D

L_______+_D __ L2 L ( 0149)
12 D +D .(19B'2* 2.

L J2

V = (Vgl+Vg2)/2. (C150)

- =(VI +V ,i / 2. (C1si)g Vg1 g2

T -L, (V LI + VLZ) I 2. (0152)

(Re)g 2 = 3600. pg2 Vg 2 De 2 I (12. (C0153)

(Re) rg2 = 3600.Pgz Vigz DeZ / (IZ. Mgz) (C154)

Call FORCE (DL, DgI L g 12' (Re)g I , (Re)g 2 ,

(Re)rg.1 (Re)'rg2, Pgl' g', F., FW)

F 3600. (w)12  ' (0155)

F' = 3600. (w c) 2 ' + V' / (2. g') (C156)

If (Vg - VL) C157, C160, o60

F. -- F. (03157)
j 1.

F = -F (C158)
Im m
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F' =-F, (C159)
m m

F=F + F. (C160)m i.

- F/(Si)l z  (C161)

T i = 3600. (w cIS 2 z /g, (C162)

(Re)Lz = 3600. PL V'L2 DL2/(12" M11) (C163)

3600. (wL + wcl) VLl + g'(F + F'm)
VLZ 3600. (W + w (014

L cz

3600.w Vw g (F+Fw)Wgl ,,L (C165)
gZ 3600. w g(

Vr 2  V gz - VLz (C166)

F (Re) L2 0.2Z 2. rT (Re L202 1
V((Re) 2 1 + (167)

LZ P L (Re)rg2 gZ + (0.046) 3600. z PL

"Vg z = [Vr2 - V'LZI (C168)

If (Sense Light 1) C141, C169

Call GASP3 (T i(K), a nc' V, , t*, (C/k) v , (f/k)nc, Wnc,

W v, P, PviZ' gi) (C169)

If ((Re)rg Z - 9000.) C170, C170, C171

h1/3 1/3 o0.14
hGZ = 1.86 (12.kgz/Dez) (Re) rg2 (Pr)g2 13 (1g2/gi2) (C170)

go to C172
0.8 1/3 014O.

hG2 = 0. 027 (12. k gz/D e) (Re) rg (Pr) ( /gIg ) (C171)

(KG P' ncZ = hGZ (pg 2D' 2 /kg 2 ) ((SC )gz/(Pr)gz)1/ 3  (C172)

If ((Re)LZ -12,500.) C173, C173, C174
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1/3 I1[3- 0.

hLZ = 1.86 (12. kL/DL) (Re)L2 1r 3 0. -(P(r173)
LZ L LZ L LZ (ALZ'Icz.

go to-G175
0.8 0.4

h =0.023 (12. k /D (Re) 8 (Pr) 4 (C174)LZ L LZ~ (eLZ Pr

= v2p  Viz (C175)
p -PviZ

14.696 In PX 2 P)

KGZ = (KG * P'n)2 / P'nc2 (C176)

(w ISi)2 =KG2 (Xv 2 p-Pi 2 / 14.696 (C177)

V 2 -V 2

(q gSi)2 =hG2 (Tg2.Ti2)+(wc/Si)2(hfgc2+CpL(Ti2;TL2)+ g2L2 J (C178)g i GZgZ 1 ci~~fg~p~2L2 2. go3  j

(qL/Si)2 =hLZ (Tiz-TLZ.) (C179)

Aq= (qLISi)2 - (q ISi) (C180)
2 L 2 g iZ2

T =T (C181)
i~i i22

4q2 1  Aq22  (C182)

If (E-50.) C183, C183, C1914

If (Tiz-Ti2 2 )/Ti 2 j -() 191, C184, C184 (C183)

T = Ti2 (C184)

Aq 2 2 - Aq2  (C185)

E = E + 1. (C186)

If(E-2.) C187, C188, C188

Ti 2 = Ti 2 z-Aq 2 2 /(Z.hL 2 ) (C187)

go to C189

T (T Aql-T Aq22 )/(Aq21 -Aq 2) (C188)
iZ (T.22 q2 1-T.21 21 Z
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If (Tg 2 -Ti2 ) C190, C190, C118 (C189)

T = T gZ-0.1 (C190)

go to C118

U 2 = (q /Si) /AT 2  (C191)

(w cS) - (wIS.)'
c i cI

(C192)
C 1w

c i)z

(S)= (w)' (w/S i) (C193)

"U = 0 i2/(( 12 ATI) (0C194)

2 1/D

2 2.

L2= L1+ L1 (0196)12. (S )

(WL 2 L(C197)

temperature ratio = Tg /TL (0199)

grc L2 (098

phase velocity ratio V VVz (0200)

Si2 =Sl (S)2.(2l

S= Q +QL (C20)

percen of vapor condensed = 100. (0203)

Rg = 1545. 45/((1. Xv 2 ) Wn+X 2 W) (0204)

S pg2 Kg2g2

gl/W

C2 (gK 2 Rg2 T(R)) (0205)

Ms Vo=C (C206)

g1., -.



We hive now finished calculationis ~or -state 2. If we satisfy 'the

following tesits, the calculation is comiplete; if not, we reset several

variables -to establish state 1 as the beginning of the next mixing section

interval and recalculate state 2.

If (i2 z-t L) 02-34, 0234-, C207

;f (*w -w z 02 34, -CZ34, 0208 (0207)

If (T. T -()C234, C234, 0209 (0208)
92 L2 6

h =g 1h fz(0209)

C =01C V (02 10)

Cpnc i " pnc2 C 1

Cpg I pgz. C 2

U1= U 2(02 13)

(W CIS.i) I=' (w c/Si)Z (02 14)

Wv =,w V2(0215)

T =lT LZ (0216)

T g=1T g2(0217)

T g1I(R) = T g2 (R) (021l8)'

T il= T z(02 19)

V g1V gz(0220)

Vi =V (022 1)
Ll LZ

V' g =V' (0223)

w Cl=w (0224)

w g = W (0225)
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DLl =D LZ (d226)

Dg 1 =D g 2  (C227)

L1 =L 2  (CZZ8)

S =Si (C229)

al =Q. (C230)

(Re) rg I = (Re) rg 2  (CZ3Z)

Pgl = P g2 (C233)

gO to, C85

read in data for new case (C234)

Computational Procedure. - Analytical Model Ib:

The computational procedure -for Analytical Model Ibis essentially

the same as that for Analytical Model IIC., The differences which are listed

below are the result of simplifying the relative velocity between phases such

that

Vr = V VL V' g + V' L (C235)

Thus, all equations in the computational procedure for Analytical Model IIa

which contain the relative Velocities, VI or V' are revised to use the
g

single relative velocity, V.

Delete equations C41 and C42.

Equation C55 becomes

(Re)Ll = 3600. PL VrI DLl/(12" MLI) (C55)

Equation C58 becomes

(Re) rgl = 3600. Pgl Vrl D el (12. g:) (C58)
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Equation C63 becomes

. = 3600. (w ISi) Vr/g' (C63)

Delete equations C64 and C65.

Delete equations CI15, C116 and CISi.

Equation C154 becomes

(Re), =3600. p V D 1(12. j g) (C154)
rg2, gZ rZ e2 gZ

Call FORCE with V in lieu ofV'g. *

Equation CISS becomes

F = 3600. (w) 1 2 (Vg-VL)/go (C155)

Delete equations C156, CI59, and C162.

Equation C163. becomes

(Re)LZ = 3600. PL Vr 2 DL2 / (12. A.L2) (C163)

Equation C164 becomes

3600. (wL+wcl) VLI (g'F)L 1-Vl g')(C164)
VLZ 3600. (wL + wc2 )

Delete equations C167 and C168.

Delete equations CZZZ and C223.

* Subroutine Force is revised slightly to account for this change.
(See Appendix G.)
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APPENDIX D

CONSTANT AREA MIXING WITH NONCONDENSABLE

(ANALYTICAL MODEL III)

Computational Procedure:

We begin by calculating the follbwing quantities at the ejector inlet

state (state o) and at the entrance to the = axing section (state 1).

STATE = 1. (DI)

T =T /(T /T )(2
Lo 'go go Lo

TLl =TLo (D3)

PLo go (PLo /go) (V4)

S=w !(w +w) (D5)

01= (D6)

Wvl =w (D7)vo

w =w +w (D8)go nc vo

wg =W go (D9)

ALl =c 2 (r DLI /4.) (DIO)

T go(R)* = Tgo +459.69 (D1I)

T (K) = 5. T go(R)/9. (DlZ)

Wv/W v

Xvl W v IWnc (D13)
V- + w

v nc

Call GASP** (T go(K),w nc, Wvo, Wnc, W v , R1, Cpgo K go)

* All temperatures are in degrees F except as indicated by (R) or (K) which

refer to the Rankine and Kelvin temperature scales, respectively.

* Fortran Subroutines are identified in Appendix G.
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--- ?,c pg pgo(D14)

-K =K (D15)
gi go

R 9 154S. 45/((1.-X vi)w +X lW) (D16)

Z. c -T go(R)
T'n--496 (Dl 7)

gi +. gC91 dg Jpg1

T gi(R) =T gl+459.69 (D18)

T gl(K)- = S. T gj(R)/9. (D19)

CalGASP (T g 1 (K)~ w n 1w, W ncWRI, C pl l

v l= Cdg [Z. goJ(C pg Tg(R) -C pg1 T gi(,) zol (DZO)

C gl=V1/M I(D21)

9=(Kg90 + K gj)/Z. (DZZ)

P'1 go / (T go (R)/T gj(R)) Kg 1.(D23)

w L= 3600. PL VL A l/ 144. (WZ5)

Call SATT (p1 , Tg Of T 9a1)

Call CASPI. (T ( n, or c I0 , ct, t*, (c lk), (cE/k), W WV,

Call CASPZ,{p1 , X 1 , w c vI ' gl (R), T g1 (K), 4 ncl'

IAviStnc ,St vpagOfPgiP k gj 1,0pg 1, pncl1' C pv1)

A g1 =,144. wgl/300 ~gi Vg) (D26)
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Dg= (4 - (Ag I + ALI/W)I (DZ7)

ca lWL /W (DZ8)

1 -(DZ9)

wc -0. (D30)

L = 0. (D31)

Sil -. (D32)

Q =0. (D33)
1

phase velocity ratio = V g/VL (D34)

bulk temperature ratio = T gI / T  (D35)

(Pr)g1 - Cpgj Ig 1 /kg1  (D36)

Call VISLIQ (TLi, MLl)

Vl- JVgl.VLl (D37)

(Pr)Ll = CpL 'Ll/kL (D38)

Del = 4. Agl/(Ir(Dg 1 + c z DLi)) (D39Y

(Re)gj = 3600. pg Vg D el/(12. MLgl )  (D40)Pgl Vg

(SC)gj = 4 gl/(Pgl D' 1 ) (D4i)

(W c/S.) = 0. (D42)

Til = 0.85 T (D43)ii gl

V'g ! =0.75 Vrl (D44)

V' = 0. 25 V r(D45)

Til 2 =0. (D46)

Aq = 0. (D47)

E = 0. (D48)
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TiI(R) = T + 459.69 (D49)

T.i(K) = 5. T (R)/9. (D50)

Call SATP (Ti 1 , pV 1 )

CallSATHFG(T i, Pvil' hgci' hfcl)

Call VISLIQ (T. 1 , c

hfgc I = gcI -hfc I (D5 1)

(Re)Ll = 3600. PL V'LI DLI/(12" 'tLL) (D52)

If ((Re) - 12,500.) D53, D53, D54

hLI =1. 86 (' U. kLIDL1) (Re)Ll1 3 (Pr) 11Ll/3 ( cl) (D53)

go to5Y.)55

hL= 0.023: (12. kL/DLI) (RW)10.8 -) 4  (D54)
(Re)rg 1 = 3600. Pg V1 gl el /(12 (D55)

Call GASP3 (TiI(K), 0a, Cv , ( , (t/k)v, (/k), W , WV,
il nc, v c nc

Pit PVill /2il

If ((le) -9000.) D56, D56, D57
rg 1

1/3 1/3 0.14 (D6
hil = 1.86 (12. k /D )(Re)r1/ (Pr 1/ 3 / 1 (D56

go to D58

hG1 = 0.027 (12. kgl/Del) (Re)rg0 (Pr)0g8 1/3 O0.14 (D57)

(KG' Pnc)l = hGl (Pgl D'I/kgl) ((Sc)gl/(Pr) g 1)1/3 (D58)

T = 3600. (w IS V' /g' (D59)rn (c/SiI gl/ ' (D9

F = (Re)l 0.2 2 2. T (Re)L 0.2  1/2

Li L ( (Re)rgI gl + (D60)j gi (0.046) 3600. PL
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-V gl = VrI-V'LlI (D61)

pt - " vi Pl-Pvil
nc - p (D62)

ncl
14. 696 In p l-p pil

I -Vl

KGI = (KG P' n) l IP' nc  (D63)

(wc/Si)l = KG, (Xvlpl-pvi1 )11 4 . 6 96 (D64)

Sv 2
(qgl $1) 1 =hG 1 (Tg_Til)+(wc/Si) I (hfg l+Cp(Ti_T~i ](I I V IP65

(I L gZ .. 2 DJ

(qL/Si)l = hGl (TiI-TfLI) Z (D66)

Aq= (qL/Si) - (qg/S.) (D67)

T T (D68)ill ilz

Aqll 1 1=AqiZ (D69)

If (E-50.) D70, D70, D78

If (j(Ti 1 -Til 2 )iTil -el)D78, D78, D71 (D70)

T =T D)ilz iiD71)

Aq 12 =AqI  (D72)

E =E+ 1. (D73)

If (E-3,)-D74, D75, D75

Til =T: 1 2  MY (D74)

,go-to D76

T (TlAq 1  T - TlAql) / q (D75)0 i12 L) A 1  2~q~

UI (Tgl-Till (D76)

STgl i(D77)
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go to D49

AT= T- (D78)

1 91i 'Li

U 1 = (qL/Si)1 /AT 1  (D79)

At this point we have calculated ali Variables at state 1. We now

commence our-i alculations for the first etate 2.

D =D (D80)

D = D (D81)

STATE = STATE + 1. (D82

AT =c AT (D83

If (ATg-f 2 ) D85, D84, D84

AT=E (D84)
g 2

Tg 2 =Tgl-ATg (D85)

If (Tg2-TLl-f 6) D86, D87, D87

Tg 2 x TL1 + ( 6  (D86)

T g(R) =Tg2 + 459.69 (D87)

Tg 2 (K) - 5t Tg 2 /9. (D88)

Call SATP (Tg 2 , Pv2)

P 2 = P1  (D89)

X 2 /P2  (D90)

If (X v-Xv2 ) D91, D91, D92

Tg 2 = Tg2 - 1. (D91)

go to D87

VLZ = VLl (D92)
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Vg z =Vg I  (D93)

Vg Z V1 (D94)

VLZ = tLI

vt = v, D3gZ 1g1 (D95)

(wISi)z = (wISi)1 -(. D96)

x c w
Wv2 = 1_ '. Wv) (D97)

v2 Mnc

W g2 =Wnc. +W.V2 (D98)

(w =W w (D99)
(Wc) z= g l wgz 1D99)

C (T -T + (w) (h +C p(T -T.
=T + l gZ cZ fcl pv g2 i(D100)

LpL (wL + w 1)

T = (Tgz + TLZ) [,. (DIOI)

T =O0, (DIOZ)

Aq 22 =0. (D103)

E = 0. (D104)

T zR) = T. + 459.69 (DIO5)
iz iz

T iz(K) =5. T i(R)/9. (DI06)

Sense Light 1

PncZ = p P v (D107)

Xvz = pvz/pz (D108)

If (XV -x V) DZ33, D233, D109

w IV w nc wv (D109)
Wvz =w _w WD)

g nc vZ(D

. . .. .g. =" , nc, + w V2 - -



(wd = W gj - w g 2  (Dl-1i 1).

WZ c -- wvo w v2 (DII2)

w c
if3 D113, D233, D233

vo

R =1545.45/((l. -:X')'W + X W) (p 113)
gZ 2v c V2 v

Call GASP (T (K)-, w, w 2  w W, R', C , K)

(g -g"Rg T g2(R))(D114

Call GASPl (T g2 (K), Cr 0' CyvO, t*, (C(1k) ,s (f/k) c,W W v

P xV2 , 0 gZ' D129 MLvz' AncZ' Ag2)

Call GASP2 (p 2 , X 2 , W ,cIWp R', T 2 (R), T iz(K), tLncZ'tMVZ'

nc v g2 pgZ' kgZo pgzI pncZ pvd

gZ pg2 Ig2 gZ

Ah v= Cpvi T gi(R) C pvz T g2 (R) (D l'16)

( qV) 1= .w V2Ah v(D 117)

Ah c= C pcIT g1(R) -C pnZT g(R) (D 118)

(q )d 12W Ah nc(D 119)

(SC) gz =1 gz/(Pg2 DI 2 ) (D1ZO)

Call SATT (pIT g2'Tsat2

Call SATP (T,,, Ip. 2)

Call SATHFG (Ti., pVz h gc'h f2 )

Call SATLQV (T Wv z

Call VISLTQ (T. :z)

Pcz =./V V 2 (Dl~i)
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hi h -h (DIZZ)fgcz gcz fcz

Agc -(Tgl +Tgz -Til - Ti )/Z "  (D123)

Ah (C + AT /Z. '(DZ4)vc pvl. pvz gc

hfgc =(hfgcl +hfgczJ/Z* (D125)

A = 144. (pl (D116)
AV = 1- 2 / .goJ) (DZ)

AV 9=(V gl V g2z 1,, )-(I7

AVL = (VL1 - VLZ2 )/(Z. go J) (D128)

AVgL = (Vgi 2 - VLZ)/(Z. goJ) (DIZ9)

AhcL =CpL ( . - TLZ) (D130)

(qV)12  WvZ (AhV + AVg) (D131)

(qnc)12 = W n (Ah nc+ AVg) (D132)

(qd1 wd 2( g + Ah v + Ah cL + AV gL) (D133)

(q L) = (wL + w ) AV L  (D134)

Q 12 =(qn) 1 2 + (qV)IU + (q) 1 2 + (qL)1 2  (D135)

QI

T =T + EpL Q 12 (D136)LZ LI CpL (w L + w c1 )

AT = T _ , (D137)

T (Tg T L  - (D 13 8)

TgZ T LZ

Call. VISLIQ (TLZ, -'Lz )

(Pr)L2 = CpL M'LZ /k (D139)
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tw 7sj cs wcSF

C1(w (wS ) (10

= w /2 (w 7s..) (D141)

ALZ 14. wL +wc 60-(Dl42)

D L2 (4. A L/(c 2 9 1 1  (D143)

2
A 92 D g2/4-) - A (D144)

D L =(D LI+ DL9Z. (D145)

V g2  144. w gz /(3 6 00. pgZAg 2) (D146)

D e2 =4. A g/((D g+c 2 D* 2 )) (D147)

V TZ v g2 -V Lz, (D148)

11 I ).( ii D L-DL12 /
L 12  Ic DZ(. LZ L) 2.49L 2.
V =vg v z)Z (DI'50)

v t = (Vt g +V' g )/Z. (D151)

V L (V L l+V LZI. (D15Z)

(Re) g2 = 3600. p gz vgzD eZ /1(I . ;Lg2) (DIE-a)

(RCOxgz = 3600. lpzVi g D eZ 1(12. Mgz) (D1 54)

C all FORGE (D Ll D g L~2 1,Vg V, g (S i) 1zi (Re) g 1 (Re) g2

(Re) rg'(Re) rgp pgl g' g F., F

F m 3600. (w diz V1 /g' (D 15 )
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F' m  3600. (w) 1 2 (VL1 + V'LZ)/(Z.g') (D156)

if (Vg-VL) D157, D160, D160

F. =-F. (D157)
1 1

F =-F (D158)
m m

F' =-F' (D159)m m

F= F + F. (D160)m 1

F/(S.c)127 (D161)

Tm = 3600. (w&/Si)Z V'gz/g' (D162)

(Re)LZ = 3600. PL V'LZ DLZ/(1" gLZ4 ) (D163)

Pl+P2
(P ALI-PZALZ)g '+3600 (WL+W l)Vl+g'l(F+F'm) . ALZ)g'

VL = 3600. (wL +w (D164)

2= j VgZ-VL2  (D165)

1 A 2 (R 0.2 2. m (Re) L2 Zg

Vt  - V' + (D166)= L t p (Re) r Z g2 (0. 046) 3600. PL I

Vgz IVrZ- V'LZI (D167)

3600. (w V -w V 2)-g'(F+Fw)
p2 =p + gi1 A' 92 (D168)P2 1 Pl +  g'(Agl+Agz)/Z.

If (Sense Light 1) D107, D169

Call GASP3 (Ti (K), a I o, O t*, (C/k)v, (C/k)n, W W
v'nc v nc nc' v

PV p'vi2 , Jgi) (D169)

If((Re) rgZ-9000.)D170 . D170, D171
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hG L 186 (12. kg /Dei) (Re) 1/3(Pr 1/3 ,)0l l. 14 (D170)

go to D172

h I= 0.027 (1.k /D )(Re) 0.8 (P)1/3 )IL0 ,14 (D171)
G2 gz -eZ rg2 (P)gZ (gz gi2

(KG , ln) = hGZ -(pg2 D Z /k g2 ) 1/3)g/(r~Z (D172)

If ((Re) LZ-lI, OO.) D173 , D173. D174

h LZ =1i.8o6 (12.k L D LZ) (Re) LZ13(Pr) (Z 1/ 011, IC)014(73

go to D175

h LZ = O. OZI(1Z. kL/DLZ) (Re) LZ0 (Pr) 1 20 4  (D174)

=fJ xvzppi i (D175)

ni14.696 in(

KGZ =(K G*P'nc)ZIP'n (D176)

(w cIS i)Z =KGZ (X 2 p2-p. 2z)1 4 .696  -(DI117)

v 2 -v 2
/5.I) hG(T -T (+( IS LZZ- ). 8

g =i G lgz )( c i Z (hfgcZ+CpL(Tz LZ)+ igJ 0 D7

(L SiZ= hLiz (T iz-T Lz (D179)

Aq (qj/ I)Z - (q/g S .) (D180)

T =ziT i (D181)

A,= Aq 2  (D 182)

If (E-50.) D183, D183, D191

if ( [ (T .2 -T 2 2 )/T. -(i D191, D184, D184 (P183),

T =zzT z(D 184)

Aq = Aq 2 (D 185)
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E=E+ 1. (DI)

If (E-Z.) D187, D188, D188

Ti2 = Tizz-AqZ2 /(2.hlz) (DI87)

go to D189

Ti2 = (T izzq 21 -Ti 2 1"q 2 2 ) I(Aq2 1 -AqZ2 ) (V188)

If (T g-T i2) D190, D190, DI05 (D189)

Ti2 = T g-0.1 (D190)

go to D105

U2 = (qL/S.)/AT2 (D191)

(w S) (WC/S i } 1-( Wc /S 1 z (D192)
i (w c/Si)

(w/S)
ci2Z

(Si) 12 = (wc) 121(wcTS.) (D193)

U = 12/((Si)12 AT M) (D194)

12. (S{i) 12 2 DLZ_.DLI 2 11/2-lI V= D - LZDLI -Z. ( 5

cz  2.

L 2 =L 1 + L (Di96)

z = (wL + Wcz)/Wgz (D197)

2 = Wvz/Wg2 (D198)

bulk temperature ratio = T g z /T (Di99)

phase velocity ratio = V gz/VLZ (DZ00)

M = Vgz/Cg z  (D201)

Si2 = SiI + (Si)12 (D202)

Q Q + Q (D203)
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We have -now finished calculations for state 2. If we satisfy the

following tests, the calculation is, complete; if not, we reset several

variables to establish state 1 as the beginning of the next mixing- section

interval and recalculate state 2.

if (Tg2-TL2} D233, D233, D204

If (wvo-Wc 2 )D233, D233, D205 (D204)

If (T -T L-C6)D233, D233, D206 (DZ05)
gz LZ 6

hfgcl = fgcZ (W06)

CC (1)207)
pvl pv2

Cpnc I = pnc2 (D208)

CpgI = Cpg2  (D209)

P1 = P2  (D21O)

(WC/SA) 1 = (wc/Si) 2  (D211)

Wvl = Wv2 (D212)

Wcl = Wc2 (D213)

w =W (D214)

TL1 = TL2 (DZ15)

Tg = Tg z  (DZ 16)

T g(R) = T gz(R) (DZ17)

Ti 1 = Tiz (D2 18)

V = Vg2 (D219)

VLl =V LZ (D220)

V' = V' g (D2Z1)gl g
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VI'L VI ' (DZZZ)

D LlD LZ(D223),

L=L z(D2Z4)

Q1 = 2  (DZZ5)

(g (Re)R) (DZZ6)

(Re) rgl =Re) rgz (DZZ7)

A -ziA (D228)

A &IA g2(DZ2,9)

S.i = S i2(DZ30)

X v-X v (-D231)

Pg1 pg2 (D232)

go to D8Z

read in data for, next case (DZ 33)
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APPENDIX E

DERIVATION OF SOME BASIC :CONSERVATION EQUATIONS

Continuity Equations:

In our mixing section analyses we assume that two flows enter the

ejector. The secondary or liquid stream, wL , and the primary or gas

stream, w go , w~iich may consist of a condensable vapor, w vo, or a mix-

ture of condensable vapor, w , and a noncondensable gas, w. The

noncondensable flow rate, w , remains cons tant-throughout the mixing" nc

process, whereas the vapor flow rate generally decreases because of

condensation. That portion of the vapor which condenses is defined as

w . The total amount of condensed vapor at state I is defined as wcl andc

the vapor which condenses between any two states 1 and 2, as (w C)12

Thus, at state 1 we define the liquid flow

WLl = w wcl (El)

and the gas flow

Wgl = Wvl + wnc (E2)

At state '2 the liquid flow becomes

WL2 WLl + (wc) 12  (E3)

and the gas flow

w =Wg - (wC) (E4)

Also, the total condensed vapor at state 2 is

Wc2 = Wcl + (wC) 1 2 (E5)

For the present mixing section analyses, multiple liquid jets may

be assumed. In this case we distribute the 'liquid flow evenly between the

jets and assume that condensation occurs equally on each jet at any given

state, If we let c 2 equal the number oi liquid jets, then the liquid jet

diameter becomes at state 1
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(CA i)
(E6)

Where-the -total floW area for Hiquid, A is
'Li

144.. wL., +A Ll 'jo PLVL] PVl (IE71

OkL LI PC 1V1.11
TIhe flow area for the gas mixture is

A 144. 1w 1
Agl = 3600. Ig V (E8)

-and the diameter of the mixing section becomes

4. (AgI+AI)E}

Thus, for any given state in the mixing section, we define the total flow

area as being

A=A +A (E)
L g

Momentum Equations, Constant Pressure Mixing:

With reference to Figure 27a, the conservation of linear momentum

for the liquid jet control volume yields

3600.w LV L 3600.w LA p+p2

P1ALI+ gI L +F.+F +F' =A ++ 2 (AL91'M M = PzL2 4 g 2. (Ll "L2)

(Eli)

where we assume a linear pressure variation t.-the mixing section and have

neglected any angle effects on the force along the sides of the control volume.

From Figure 21b the conservation of linear momentum for the gas

mixture control volume yields

3 600.w glVg pl+p2  3600.w V
PlAg + _ ' + (ALI'ALz)=P A + + F +F.+F +gI - 2. pZ2g2 + - - - ' g w 1 m

(pI+p ) (AI-A 2 )/Z. (E12)
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Referring to Figure 28, the total relative velocity between the bulk

gas mixture and the bulk liquid stream, v , is-r

Vr =V -VL  (E13)

also,

V- =Vg + V' (El4)x 9 L

where V' is the relative velocity between the bulk gas mixture and the
g

liquid jet surface, or phase interface, and V'L is the relative velocity

between the phas- 'interface and the bulk liquid jet. To calculate the rela-

tive velocities V' and VI at any state, we proceed as follows. Fromg L
shear stress at the phase interface we get

Tg + Tm  7 (E15)

where T is shear stress due to momentum exchange across the interfacem

and T and TL are shear stresses due to friction at the interface.

Since

r= - I (E16)m g

and from Reference 20

(f.)g pgV t, 3600.

= Y g g (t 17)
g 2.g'

7L - (f h PL V L2 3600.2 (E1)L~~ L.g2.g'(E8

where the Fanning friction factors, (fi) and (f) L are 'calculated from

equation E33 (streamline flow) and equation E35 (turbulent flow), and

the Reynolds numbers are
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3600. p Vt D
rg 12. 1 J

to calculate (f.) and

(Re)L (PLLDL) (E20)

to calculate (fiLI we may solve equations ElS-EZO for V' L with the result

(!L &)g 2 .g 1/2

L= !2,L 2 + girm (Ez1)
iL (PLj' g Vi)L PL 3600.

and from equation E14

V' = V -V t  (EZZ)g r L

Having determined the relative velocities Vt and V' , we may now calculate
L g

the following resultant shear forces. from,

momentum exchange from the bulk gas mixture to the phase interface

Fm = 3600. (w C)2 V' /g' (E23)

momentum exchange from the phase interface to the liquid jet f
F' 3600. (w C) 1V'L/g' (E24)c 12 L

wall friction

- 22

F W( g 93600.
w 2 (S) 1 2  (E25)

and, phase interface friction

1' g 3600. 2

F. = ,) (S.) 1 2  (E26)

Equations E25 and E26 are approximations of the friction forces in the

x-direction given by
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Fw= .TwDgdL cos (EZ7)

and

Fi  T D dL cos Y (E28)
i =lz i L

where we have assumed steady, one-dimensional flow, and uniform pres-

sure across sections 1 and 2. For purposes of the present calculations

we also assume that the half-angles, P and Y, are small. Thus, we may

rewrite equations E27 and E28 as

F w ; (SW) (EZ9)

and
Fi 7i PSA. (E30)

1 1 i 1Z

In accordance with McAdams (Reference 20) we define the shear stress as

V2 2
f 3600. (E31)

2.g' (

and we eitimate friction factors (Reference 20) as follows,:

streamline flow: (Re 1 1000)

f = 16. /(Re) (E32)
w g

f. = 16./(Re) (E33)1 rg

turbulent flow: (Re ' 1000.)

fw 0. 0014 + 0. 125/(Re)g 0.32)

f= 0. 0014 0. 125/(Re)rg 32) (E35)

The miking section wall friction lactor is based on the bulk gas mixture

Reynolds number

p V D. 3600.
(Re)g = Z. g (E36)
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In the constant pressure mixing section aiglyses for Analytical

Models I and Ila, where from constant pressure

P = Pi = P2  --(E37)

we can solve equation El 1 for the liquid jet velocity

3600.w V + g' (F + F. + F'm
VL2 L 3600. W1 (E38)

and combining equations E10 and E12 we can solve for the bulk gas mix-

ture velocity

3600.w V - g' (F + F. + F)
V = glg m 1 M (E39)

gZ 3600. Wgz

In the constant pressure mixing section analysis for Analytical

Model Ilb where we have simplified the relative velocity-to the expression

in equation E13, equation E38 becomes

3600. w LL1V g'(F +F.)
VL2 3600. w (E40)

L2

and the shear forces, F and, F., are evaluated as follows:
m 1

Fm= 3600. (w) 12 V r/g' (E41)

2~f fPg V 3 6 00. z

F. = I r(E42)F . g, (Si)12 E2

where the average friction factor, ff., is evaluated on the basis of the

Reynolds number, (Re) rg, given by equation E36 and redefined as

p V D 3600.
(Re) g r (E43),

rg iZ. A g
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Momentum Equations, Constant Area Mixing:

In the mixng section analysis for Analytical Model M where we

assuxne that the mixing section remains at constant area,

A. =.At (E44)

we solve equat on ElI for the liquid jet velocity

V [g'(plAI-p2A )3600.wIV +g'(F +F.+F' m)
LZ Ll l LZ l Ll in I i

P.Pz (AL ALz)g 1/(3600. w (E45)

and the bulk gas mixture velocity from equation E 1I

144 30 ....... L) (E46)=144. w

g 3600. pA'
g* g

and tLa total static pressure in-the mixing section from equations ElZ and

E44

3600. (WV -W V -g' (F +F.+Fw)
P2 = P + _ g- lg g (E47)

g 1 A -A
g( L + Ag

The resultant shear forces, F F' F and F. are evaluated from
mi m w 1

equations EZ3, D24, E25 and E26 respectively.

Energy Equations:

The steady flow energy equation for the control volume represented

by Figure 29 may be written as

2 2 V

Wgl hgl~Th + wL h~ gJwg hz~J

L )+V (E48)WLZ ( LZ2. Zgo I
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Since from equations E4 and E3,

Wgl Wg+ (W ) (E49)

and

WLZ WL1 + (w )z (E3)

by combining equations E48, E49, and E3 we rewrite the energy equation

as

V V 2V Z-V 2Z

t h h + g+- 2(hvlh  g'
Wg? k g I g2 ?-- goJ ) . gw1 0 122.o

w (h hLz+ i = 0. (E50)

Assuming that

144.

hl-h C (T -T) + -- (p -P2 ) (E51)
Li- L2 pL Li -LZ 2

and substituting equation E51 into E50 and so',ving- for TLZ our energy

equation now becomes

TL = TL + 1. 2i (hVgz~ 2- 1ii
L LiWLiCpL g2 Zhg - gl g2

2 2

h LZ+ 2 "LZ g*V)+WL1 ( -VLZ2 +1 (p1p4))(hvl-hL2 + 2. go J  Ll ZgoJ  L J (pIZ

(E52)

Now for the mixing section interval in Figure 29 we define the following

individual heat transfer rates.
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(qnc)l2 , the heat transfer rate from the noncondensable

_V z-v-
(qnc)12 =w- C Tl(R)-C T g(R) + El gJ

(qv),,, the heat transfer rate from the vapor which does not condense

~V 2-V I
) gl g2 (E54)

Sv2 = w, 2  gpviTgI(R)GpvZTg22R) + .L? j

(qc ) IV the heat transfer rate from the vapor which condenses

(CpvI+Cpv2) (Tgl+Tg-Tl-Tiz)+ hfg(Til)+hfg(Tiz)
(q c)12 = (W c)12 ( 2. ".

T +T izV IZ 2
J V 2)+ C + gl - L5)

pL 2 ' L ) 2. go0J

(q L) 1 the heat transfer rate from the liquid jet(VLi Z~ 144. (E)
(IL)12 = WLl .- • + -# (pl-P (E56)

and the total, heat transfer rate for the interval 1-Z 1 as

012 = (q n)I2 + (qv)I2 + (qc) 12 + (qL)12  (E57)

Substituting equation E57 into equation E52 yields

QI

TL2 = TLI + (E58)L L w Cp

For the constant pressure mixing section analyses, Analytical Models

I, Ila, and Ilb the pressure term in equation E56 drops out to yield
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For Analytical Model I where w nc=0.. eqluation E53 is deleted and

equation.E57 becomes

=(q)1 (qc) 1 2 + (L, (E60)
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APPENDIX F

SOURCES OF DATA AND; CORRELATIONS

Sources of data for property calculations and of corrc-lations for heat

and mass transfer calculations used in the mixing section analyses are given

below-

Property Calculation Parameters:

A. Water Vapor

1. Lennard-Jones force constants

a. molecular potential well depth, (E/k)v, 356. K

b. molecular collision diameter, r , 2. 649 A
V

Table 8-2, p. 270, Reference 24.

c. measure -of molecular polarity, t*, 1.2

Table 3. 10.1, p. 214,, Reference 23.

2. Sutherland constant, S' , 559.74 K
V

equation 7-19, Reference 24.

B. Carbon Dioxide Gas

1. Lennard-Jones force constants

a. molecular potential well depth, (f/k) n c , 213. K

b. molecular colli-ron diameter, (7 , 3. 996nc

Table I-A, p. II1, Reference 23.

c. molecular polarizability, 0t, 0. 265 x 10- 23

Table 13.2 - 3, p. 950, Reference 23.

2. Sutherland constant, S' , 233. K
nc

equation 7-19, Reference 24 (revised to agree with available

visccaitY data).
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Fanning Friction Factors:

Mixing section wall and phase interface friction are both estimated

from correlations for fluid friction in pipes based on isothermal fluid

flow.

A. Streamline flow, Re _ 1000.

f = 16. /Re (Fl)

equation 3.46, Reference 19

equation 6-5a, Reference 20

B. Turbulent flow, Re 71000. (Smooth wall)

0. 125
f = 0. 0014 + 0 32 (F2)Re 0 .3

equation 3.47e, Reference 19

equation 6. 8, Reference 20

For purposes of the mixing section calculations, a smooth-transition

from streamline to turbulent flow was assumed at Re = 1000.

Heat Transfer Correlations:

A. Annular gas stream

1. Streamline flow, (Re) , 9000.
rg,

112.k\1304

h 1. 86 (eg) 1/3 (Pr)gl/3 0:14 (F3)G D e D (Rgrge g

equation 6. 1, Reference 19

equation 9-28a, Reference 20

2. Turbulent flow (Re) rg 9000.

0.141l2.k~ 08 1/3 O. 1

h =0. 027 . k 9 (Re)g (Pr) 13 A) (F4)
G De rg gi
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equation 6. 3, Reference 19

B. Liquid Jet

1. Streamline flow, (Re)L  __z' 500.

PLL 1 12.k~ 1/ 1/30.14

equation 6. 1, Reference 19

equation, 9-Z8a, Reference 20

2. Turbulent flow, (Re)- >12,'500.
L

hL = 0.023(DL) (Re) 0 .8 (pr)0.4 (F7)
k L

equation 9-10a, -Reference 20

It has been assumed for these calculations that the heat transfer

coefficients, hG and h for streamline flow are independent of the term

L/D appearing in the correlations givenby the references. Also, to suit

the calculations, the transition points from streamline to turbulent flow

are taken as (Re) rg = 9000. ior the gas stream and (Re)L = 12, 500. for

the liquid jet.

Mass Transfer rorrelation:

1pDI\ (S 0) 1/3

(KG.PI)=hG Li-) (Pr)& (F8)
equa n 3.29, (Pr)

equation 13.2Z9, Reference 19.
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APPENDIX G

IDENTIFICATION OF SUBROUTINES USED IN

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES

Several Fortran subroutines used in the computer calculations and which

appear in the computational procedures of Appendices B, C and D are des -

cribed briefly below.

SATP:

Description - steam and water property calculation to determine

saturation pressure, corresponding-to a given temperature.

Input - temperature, T F

Output - pressure, p psia

Limits - pressure is given by equations II and 12 of the reference.

Reference - Reference 21.

SATT:

Description - steaka and water property calculation to determine

saturation temperature corresponding to a given pressure.

Input - pressure, p psia

estimated temperature, T F

Output - temperature, Tsat F

Limits - trial and error calculation with pressure given by

equations 11 and 12 of the reference. Specified accuracy for solution

derived from two consecutive calculations is <0. 0001
P1

Reference - Reference 21.

VAPTP:

Description - steam and water property calculation to determine

enthalpy, entropy, and specific volume of vapor at a given temperature

and pressure.
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Input - temperature, T F

pressure, p psia

Output - enthalpy. h Btu/Ibm
g

entropy, s Btu/lbm-F

specific volume, v ft / Ibm
g

Limits. - specific volume, enthalpy, and entropy are given by

equations 13, 14 and 16A of the reference.

Reference - ReferenCe 21.

SATLQ:

Description - steam and water property calculation to determine

enthalpy, entropy, and specific volume of saturated liquid at a given

temperature.

Input - temperature, T F

Output - enthalpy, hf Btu/lbm

entropy, sf Btu/lbm-F

,specific volume, v ft /Ibm

Limits - enthalpy and entropy are polynomial approximations based

on the tabulated values of the reference between the temperature limits

50-350 F. Specific volume is given by equation i8 of the reference.

Reference - Reference 21.

SATHFG:

Description - steam and water property calculation to determine

saturated vapor enthalpy and saturated liquid enthalpy at a given saturated

temperature and pressure condition.

Input - temperature, T F

pressure, p psia

Output - vapor enthalpy, h Btu/lbm
gliquid enthalpy, hf Btu/lbm
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i
Limits - liquid enthalpy is a polynomial* approximration based on the

tabular values of the reference between the temperature limits 50-350 F.

Vapor enthalpy is given by equation 14 of the reference.

Reference - Reference 21.

SATLQV:

Description - steam and water property calculaiion to determine

specific volume of saturated liquid at a given temperature.

Input - temperature, T F

Output - specific volume, vf ft3 /bm

Limits - specific volume is given by equation 18 of the reference.

Reference - Reference 21.

SUPHTI:

Description - steam and water property calculation to determine a

superheated vapor temperature at a given pressure. and vapor entropy.

Inpj?.t - temperature, T (estimated) F

pressure, p psia

entropy, s Btu/lbm-Fg

Output - temperature, T F

Limits - trial and error calculation with entropy givenby equation

16A of reference. Specified accuracy for solution derived from two

consecutive calculation is s 2 0 1
< 0. 0001.s1

Reference - Reference 21.

SUPHTZ:

Description - steam and water property calculation to determine a

superheated vapor temperature at a given pressure and vapor enthalpy.
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Input - temperature, T (estimated) F

pressure, p psia

enthalpy, h Btu/Ibm

Output - temperature, T F

Limits - trial and error calculation with enthalpy given by equation 14

of reference. Specified accuracy for solution derived from two consecutive

calculations is h -h
2 1

h <0. 000 I_hI

Reference - Reference 21.

VISLIQ:

Description - calculation to determine viscosity of water at a given

temperature.

Input - temperature, T F

Output, viscosity, ML lbm/hr-ft

Limits - tabular values from tq. tZZ F and equation are given on

p. 374 of reference.

Reference - Reference 22.

VAP:

Description - calculation to determine density viscosity, ratio of specific

,heats, and specific heat at constant pressure of water vapor at- a given temp-

erature and p ressure,

Input - temperature, T F

temperature, T K

pressurej p psia

molecular potential well depth,
(C/k)v  K

molecular weight, W lbm/lbn-molev

molecular collision dia-
meter, r A

universal gas constant, RI Btu/lbm-mole-R
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3t

Output - density, pg lbm/ft3

viscosity, g Ibm/hr-ft

ratio of specific heats, Kg
specific heat at constant

pressure, p Btu/lbm-R

Limits - specific volume is given by equation 13 -of Reference 21.

Specific heat at constant pressure is given by Table 170, p. 220 of Ref--

erence 22 for the temperature range 300-2500 K. Viscosity is given by

equation 8.2-18 of Reference 23. Collision integrals are approximated

from Table I-M of Reference 23.

References - specific volume, Reference 21

specific heat at constant pressure, Reference 22

viscosity, Reference 23.

GASP:

Description - calculation to determine specific heat at constant pres-

sure :ah d ratio of specific heats of a carbon dioxide gas and:.Water vapor

mixture at a given temperature and known flow rates.

Input - temperature, T K

noncondensable flow rate, w lbm/hr
nc

condensable flow rate, wv ibm/hr

noncondensable molecular
weight, W Ibm/ibm-molenc

condensable molecular
weight, W ibm/ibm-mole

v

universal gas constant, RI But/Ibm-mole-R

Output - specific heat at constant pressure of the gas

mixture, C Btu/ibm-Rpg
ratio of specific heats of the

gas mixture, Kg
Limits - specific heat at constant pressure of carbon dioxide gas and

water vapor given by Table 170, p. 220 of the reference. Temperature

range for gas is 273-1200 K. and for the vapor is 300-2500 K.

Reference - Reference 22.
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GASPl:

Description - gas and vapor mixture property calculation to determine

gas mixture molecular collision diameter, binary diffusion coefficient,

condensable viscosity, noncondensable viscosityj and gas mixture viscosity

for a given temperature and condensable mole fraction.

Input - temperature, T . K

nonc ondens able mole cular- cpollis ion
diameter-, Fnc

condensable molecular collision
diameter, gT A

v
property calculation parameter, 0t

property calculation parameter, t*

cordensable molecular potential
well, depth, (C/k)v K

noncondensable molecular potential
well depth, (C/k) K

Aloncondensable molecular weiglt, W Ibm/lbm-molenc

condensable molecular weight, W lbm/lbm-mole
v

pressure, p psia

condensable mole fraction, X
v

Output - gas mixture molecular collision
diameter, Cr Ag2

binary diffusion coefficient, DI ft /hr

condensable viscosity, gv lbm/hr-ft

noncondensable viscosity, Anc lbm/hr-ft

gas mixture viscosity, Mg lbm/hr-ft

Limits - individual gas mixture component viscosities are given by

equation 8.2-18 of Reference 23. Gas mixture viscosity is given by

equation 8.2-30 of Reference 23. The binary diffusion coefficient is

given by equation 8.2-44 of Reference 23. Molecular collision dia-

meter and molecular potential well depth of the mixtur are given by

equations 8. 6-3, 8. 6-4 and 8. 6-5 of Reference 23. Collision integrals

are approximated from Table I-M of Reference 23.

Reference - Reference 23.
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GASP2:

Description - carbon dioxide gas and water vapor mixture property

calculation to determine density, thermal conductivity and specific heat.

at constant pressure for the gas mixture, noncondensable specific heat

at constant pressure, and condensable spe cific beat at-c6nstant pressure

for a given temperature, pressure, and condensable mole fraction.

Input - pressure, p psia

j condensable mole fraction, X
v

noncondens able molecular weight, W lbm/lbm-iholei nc

condensable molecular weight, W Ibm/lbm-mle
v

universal gas constant, R' Btu/lbm-mole-R

temperature, T R

temperature, T K

noncondensabl6 viscosity, gnc lbm/hr-ft

condensable viscosity, g v Ibm/hr-ft

noncondensable Sutherland constant ,S' K
nc

condensable Sutherland constant, S' K
v

gas mixture molecular collision
diameter, a-

g
Output - gas, mixture density, p- ibm/ft3

g
gas mixture thermal conductivity,k Btu/hr -ft-F

g
gas mixture specific heat at constant

pressure, C Btu/lbm-Rpg

noncondensable specific heat at
constant pressure, C Btu/lbm-Rpnc

condensable specific heat at constant
pressure, C Btu/lbm-Rpv

Limits - specific heat at constant pressure of carbon dioxide gas, and

water vapor given by Table 170, p. 220 of Reference 23. Temperature-

range for gas is 273-1200 K, and for the vapor is 300-2500 K. Thermal

conductivity of binary mixture is given by equation 7-17 of Reference 24.

References - specific heat at constant pressure, Reference- 23.

tas mixture thermal conductivity, Reference 24.
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GASP3:

Description - gas and vapor mixture property calculation to determine

viscosity of mixture at a given temperature and condensable mole fraction.

Input - temperature, T K

noncondensable molecular collision
diameter, a A

- nc

condensable molecular collision
diameter, Q Av

property calculation parameter,

property calculation parameter, -t*

condensable molecular potential well
depth, (f/k)v K

noncondensable molecular potential
well depth,(C/k) K

noncondensable molecular weight,W lbm/lbm-molenc
condensable molecular weight, W lbm/Ibm-molev
total static pressure, p psia

partial pressure of vapor, Pv psia

Output - gas mixture visco-ity, AMg lbm/hr-ft

Limits - individual gas mixture component viscosities are given by

equation 8.2-18 of Reference 23. Gas mixture viscosity is given by

equation 8.2-30 of Reference 23. The binary diffusion coefficient is given

by equation 8.2-44 of Reference 23. Molecular collision diameter and

molecular potential well depth of the mixture are given by equations 8. 6-3

8. 6-4 and 8. 6-5 of Reference 23. Collision integrals are approximated

from Table I-M of Reference 23.

Reference - Reference 23.

GASP4:

Description - Calculation to determine viscosity of vapor at a given

temperature.
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Input - temperature, T K

condensable molecular collision
diameter, C A

v

condensable molecular, potential
well depth, (C/k)v K

condensable molecular weight, W i lbm/ibm-mole
v

Output - viscosity, gv Ibm/hr-ft

Limits - viscosity isd-given by equation 8.2-18 of Reference 23. Collision

integrals are approximated from Table I-M of Referehice-23.

Reference - Reference 23.

FORCE:

Description - calculation to determine phase interface resultant friction

force and mixing section wall resultant friction force for a given mixing sec-

tion and liquid jet geometry and known Reynolds numbers.

Input - average liquid jet diameter,, D. in.jJ

average mixing section diameter, D in.g
mixing section length, L1 2  in.

+ average bulk liquid velocity, V L  ft/sec

average bulk gas velocity, V ft/sec

+ average relative velocity, V' ft/secg

liquid jet surface area, (S)iz ft2

bulk gas Reynolds number at
state 1, (Re)g 1

,bulk gas Reynolds number at
state 2, (Re)g 2

+ For mixing section Analytical Models I, Ha, and: III the phase interface
friction shear -streas is based: on the relative velocity, V' , and for Analytical

:Model Ib it ie based on the velocity (V-gL). g

-~~~ L_ _ __
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Reynolds number of annular gas stream
at state 1, (Re)rgi

Reynolds number of annular gas stream

at state 2, (Re)rgz
gas density at state I l~ bm/ft3

3
gas density at state 1, p 2l ibm/ft3

gsdensity at state Z-, pg2 lbm/ft3

Output - phase interface resultant friction
force, F. lbf

mixing section wall resultant fric-
tion 'force, F lbf

w
References - friction factors, f. and f , from equations E32-E35.

I W

Shear stress from equation E31. Shear forces from equations E29 and

E30.
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